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LEWISTON, MAINE

Wireless Access Expansion

Bates to
Buy Green
Energy
KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

President Hansen announced Nov! 21
that the college is entering a five-year
commitment to buy exclusively green en¬
ergy beginning this month. The decision
follows a two-year campaign by the Envi¬
ronmental Coalition and a recommenda¬
tion from the Environmental Task Force
urging the college to purchase energy
from sources that do not use fossil fuels
or release emissions. The electricity will
come from biomass-generating plants
and small hydroelectric producers within
Maine.
“We’ll be depending less on outside
sources and supporting Maine-based busi¬
nesses,” said Paul Farnsworth, Project
Manager for the Physical Plant. “It’s also
good for the environment and good for
health.”
The college will pay a $76,000 premi¬
um in addition to the $1.8 million it would
pay for non-renewable energy each year.
See GREEN ENERGY, page 7

KIRSTEN TERRY / THE BATES STUDENT
Students using their computers in the basement of Ladd Library. Next semester, the rest of the library, as well as dorms, will have wire¬
less Internet.

ALI MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The start of second semester will bring
what many feel is a much needed change
to the Bates campus. Students will now be
able to access the Internet wirelessly from
not only Ladd Library and Pettengill, but also
from their dorm rooms. Information and Li¬
brary Services will install these wireless ser¬
vices during winter break.
According to Jim Bauer, Bates’ Director

of Network and Infrastructure, this is the
next step of a project that has been trying to
increase wireless coverage around campus
for quite some time. Wireless has been in¬
stalled for almost four years in some strategic
places on campus. These areas are mainly in
specific Carnegie computer labs where wired
jacks are not available. It was not until last
year that the college expanded the wireless
network for students’ general use in parts of
Ladd Library and Pettengill.
With the new connection now available

in dorm rooms and all of Ladd Library, Bates
hopes to continue opening new branches
until the entire campus is covered. In the
near future, even outdoor areas like the quad
may eventually have service.
The main reason Bates has taken its time
in becoming a wireless campus is because
of the cost. Wireless also has much slower
connection rates than regular wired jacks. A
wired connection, therefore, may be more
practical for certain Internet uses even if it is
See WIRELESS, page 7

Grade Inflation Apparent in Student GPAs
Percentage of A's and B's Awarded is Increasing
AU MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

As a subject that has been under nation¬
al investigation for a number of years, grade
inflation has been evident on campuses for
over a decade. Not only has it affected large
universities, but also small liberal arts col¬
leges like Bates. In fact, in the span of 16
years, the average Bates student’s GPA has
risen from a 2.98 in 1989 to a 3.26 in 2005.
For the 2004-05 school year, 42.4 percent of
grades assigned by professors were A’s with
46.3 percent B’s and as little as 9.4 percent
C’s. This illustrates a tremendous jump in
grades from 1989 when only 25.8 percent
of the grades received were A’s, 52.0 per¬
cent B’s and 18.4 percent C’s.
Bates is one of many schools that has
fallen victim to grade inflation. In a study
that tested Bates’ grade distribution to its
peers, Bates used a graph prepared by
Franklin and Marshall College to com¬
pare its own statistical grade information to
other small colleges. According to the data,
Bates actually gave out less A’s than many
other liberal arts colleges of its caliber for
the 2004-05 year. A compilation of 14 col¬
lege’s average grade distributions was used
to make this comparison. While 40.7 percent
of the grades given at Bates last year were

Bates Average Cumulative GPA
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A’s, an average of 43-9 percent of A’s were
given at the other schools. Bates gave sig¬
nificantly more B’s than the others with an
average of 43.2 percent compared to 36.9
percent. Bates’ grade distribution, however,
was rather similar to the rest of the schools

in terms of C’s, D’s and F’s given.
In order to combat this problem, some
of the Ivy League schools such as Princeton
and Harvard have recently adopted new
tactics to reduce grade inflation. Accord¬
ing to an article printed in The Chronicle of

Higher Education, the dean of Princeton’s
undergraduate college hoped to cut back
the number of A’s to include only 35 per¬
cent of the undergraduate classes for the
2004-05 academic school year. Instead, the
figure only dropped from 46 percent to 40
percent. Nonetheless, the university has
made immense changes to its grading sys¬
tem. Before committing to this new policy,
however, the dean contacted employers
and graduate schools to make sure lower
grades would not injure students’ options
after graduation. Harvard has also made
similar changes to its grading system. Al¬
though Harvard previously had a record
high of 91 percent of its students graduate
with either summa, magna or cum laude
honors back in 2001, it recently has worked
towards depleting that number to only 50
percent.
Even Bates has started to restructure the
way in which it calculates the number of
students graduating with honors. Instead of
basing it off of GPAs, the school recognizes
people based on percentages. This takes into
account grade inflation and switches from
year to year depending on the graduating
class’ grades. According to Meredith Braz,
the Bates Registrar and Administrative Dean
for Academic Studies, this process was intro¬
duced because “otherwise, there would be
See GRADE INFLATION, page 7
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Strange Bedfellows Respond
to Allegations of Racism
To the Editor,
We, the Strange Bedfellows, would like
to address some prevailing issues regarding
our comedy troupe. It has been brought to
our attention that during one of our com¬
edy shows, roughly a month and a half ago,
a visiting pre-frosh found three particular
jokes to be racially offensive. Following the
show, a rumor that we preformed a show in
blackface began to circulate. Eventually, this
rumor, an absurd notion in itself, made its
way to the Deans. Therefore, we would like
to take a moment to clear the air.
The facts stand thus: we did not do a
show in blackface; but at least one person
was offended by a small portion of our
show. We will not engage in a lengthy de¬
fense of our material: suffice it to say, we
find that these jokes (while very edgy) more
commented on than operated in complic¬
ity with inequitable systems of power. We
do not strive to hurt people and we found
the fact that somebody was offended quite
unfortunate.
It is worth noting that improvisational
comedy, like any type of social perfor¬
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The number four is many things - the
size of the average American family, a per¬
fect square, the pre-pyramid description of
basic food groups and - according to one
Teah Muller - the cosmic number. As recent¬
ly detailed by the NY Times (November 6>
2004) and The Chronicle (April 18, 2003), it
is also increasingly representative of the av¬
erage American college student’s work week.
Both publications recently described a grow¬
ing trend away from Friday classes, particu¬
larly at large, state run schools. Beyond the
obvious allure of Thursday night parties and
three-day weekends, both articles asserted
some practical benefits. As described in The
Chronicle: "The paucity of classes on Friday
does not always mean that either students or
professors are slacking off, however. Some
students use the day to pursue internships,
travel on sports or academic teams, or work
to help pay for college. Many professors
say they need at least one weekday free of
classes to conduct research and to travel to
conferences."
The Chronicle’s findings apply to schools
of widely varied prestige around the coun¬
try — from Duke to California University at
Chico - but do not address the presence or
absence of parallels at their smaller counter¬
parts nationwide.
Reactions to this change in general tend
toward one of two poles. One of these is
a group whose views seem reminiscent of
the stereotypical sign holder on.a city street
reminding passersby “The End is Near.” Call
it evidence for entropy, the dynastic cycle
or cynicism, this group sees the change as
representative of laziness and evidence for
increasing disorder rooted in society’s will¬
ingness to compromise. I received a quip to
such an end in response to my Announce
email on the subject of Friday class - that
college students are the only class consumer
group that doesn’t mind not getting what it
pays for. Double negatives aside, given the
rising cost of education, it seems worth some

To the Editor,

Thanks for bringing Amina Wadud to
lewiston-Auburn. Another example of the
mance, carries with it the inherent risk of cultural contribution the College makes to
offending. Humor, by definition, targets
the community.
particular ‘things’ (society, culture, people,
I enjoyed her clear and hopeful presen¬
etc.) in order to make observations laced
tation. Although she spoke mostly to the
notion of gender in the Muslim world, I
with subtler meanings. As our excellent
10-year record would demonstrate, we was most impressed with the more general
have constantly strived to make witty, can¬
statement with which she began her talk.
did and funny jokes (observations of this
She reminded us that most Muslims, pos¬
crazy world in which we live). The beauty sibly 99%, do not subscribe to the violence
of comedy is its no-nonsense approach to used by the few to make their point. This is
social commentary. Elements of our culture
good news and, as I think about it, should
often enter into the realm of absurdity; and
not be a surprise. I suspect that a large per¬
we often strive to point that out (usually in
centage of every group prefers non-violent
a satirical light). We take this function of imconflict resolution. Interestingly, the few
prov comedy very seriously, and that is why who choose violence to resolve conflict
we must stress its dependence on an atmo¬
seem to be able to get the rest of us to go
aforig wjth it.
sphere that encourages free expression.
This episode has given us time to pause
The ‘'question f had for her didn’t get
and consider oUr approach to ribrh^dy: We ^'dsfe^ri (I think I1 run' out of steam at about
wiir'cbhtifnid fo1 strive' for comedic truth arid Di:0d oh 'Fridayrnights)1 so 1 will ask your
readers instead. Is there anything that the
we implore you to please contribute to the
debate by approaching us with any ques¬ 99% might do to help the 1% find a bet¬
ter way to make their point? And yes, the
tions or concerns you may have. Have a
question applies to the western world as
good holiday and we look forward to see¬
ing everybody at our next show.
well, although the percentages may run a
little differently.
- Jim Tierney, Auburn
- The Strange Bedfellows

Four-Day Week Fantasy
MEGAN HAMILTON

Standing Up For
Non-Violence

thought. A biology professor wondered
whether, when the four day week became
exhausting, we would run student editori¬
als advocating the age of the three-day class
week. The Chronicle recounted a Doonesbury comic strip punch line in which a tour
guide advises campus visits on Tuesdays as
“On Wednesday, everyone is getting ready
for the weekend, which starts Thursday, and
on Monday, everyone is hung over.”
The opposing end to this could be con¬
sidered exemplification of that Sheryl Crow
lyric - “a change would do you good” - circa
seventh grade. France, after all, has a thirtyfive hour work-week. If work does indeed
expand to fit time allotted, the four day work
week could be a way to achieve more in less
time, to better budget oneself and reduce
stress. Christine Arsonow ’08 is all for such
a shift, as "I would much rather have Friday
off than, for example, Tuesday, which is usu¬
ally my “relaxed” day. I don’t know who
decided that four day/week classes should
skip Tuesday instead of Friday. I’m a big fan
of condensing work and class time to extend
pleasure time. For example, I try to sched¬
ule my classes so that they meet one after
another during the day, and I get out earlier
in the afternoon. I find that I fritter away
small chunks of free time and would rather
have long periods that I can enjoy. Follow¬
ing this ideal, if I could ever condense my
classes into Monday-Thursday, I would be
very pleased. The weekend is too short!"
Marcia Reinauer ’06, agreed, "College is
90% about experience and 10% about class¬
room... weekends are when we can go plac¬
es and do things that we won’t necessarily
get a chance to do after we are out of col¬
lege - married to our jobs, living as soccer
moms and dads, and suffering from chronic
bad knees, stomachs, and general maturity
and anxiety."
Even some faculty took this stance, as
Sagaree Sengupta, a lecturer in Asian stud¬
ies, saw no-class Fridays as a chance for fac¬
ulty work beyond teaching. For the four-day
See Exploring the Trend, page 4

How to Cope
with Stress
JOHN MILEY
STAFF WRITER

The end of the semester inevitably brings
about stress and a formidable workload. For
those of us with addictions, this stress only
reinforces our weaknesses. I’ve almost bot¬
tomed out as I sink deeper into my Pez ad¬
diction. The bright side is hard to find these
days, as the cynic overtakes the optimist in
all of us. Things look bleak.
The only positive thing I can think of is
that I’ve found the holy grail of Chapstick.
The stuff I bought is like a tube of moisture.
Other than that, finals and papers make even
the most upbeat person embittered with
frustration. There is no Chapstick to relieve
the dried-up well of optimism.
The thing that gets me is that even if you
don’t have much work, or have everything
under control, just seeing people stressed
out or doing work can make you nervous.
I try to stay away from the library because
seeing everyone doing work just stresses me
out. And I don’t do work in my room, so I’m
really left in a predicament.
I have found ways to combat this nega¬
tivity. My favorite thing to do in days like
these is just wait it out. Bear with me, but
this strategy is fool-proof. All you have to do
is busy yourself with activities that you enjoy
doing. For example, browsing the Internet
or watching movies all day would work. The
logic is that one way or another, the passage
of time will bring winter break. When winter
break starts, I’ll have all of my work finished
because it has to get done.
In other words, somehow everything
is going to get done. The passage of time
will lead to the completion of all my assign¬
ments, so I’ll just wait it out. This strategy
stems from the fact that in the past I’ve al¬
ways looked back and realized somehow I
got everything done. I just imagine myself at
that end point right now. The goal is simply
to get from point A to point B unscathed.
See The Stress of Finals, page 4

TOM FLANAGAN
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

This past weekend, at
some unknown hour in
the middle of the night, the
outlet behind my computer
desk died without warning.
I have no idea how or why
it happened, but what I do know is that it is
definitely dead and appears unlikely to be
resurrected any time soon. When the oudet
tapped out it instantly cut the power to my
computer and therefore did not give it time
to safely shut down, launching the machine
into a state of absolute chaos. Even after I
got it plugged in to another oudet, I was un¬
able to use the Internet at all and Sophos
Antivirus was basically laughing in my face.
It sent me in circles trying to fix the prob¬
lem and buried me in an avalanche of er¬
ror messages, some of which were actually
pretty rude. Eventually, I managed to recruit
a non-English major from down the hall to
help me out, and using an elaborate series of
high-tech processes, like restarting the com¬
puter and turning on Sophos Antivirus, he
managed to save the day.
By the time this rescue occurred, though,
I had been forced to spend a full night and
day without the Internet. I had no idea what
to do with all of the time that I usually waste
online and, probably most painful of all, I
could not access Webmail. Asjde jTpri^ its
agonizingly slow loading speeds helping me
develop Zen-like patience, Webmail offers
the best comedy that the Internet has to of¬
fer. I don’t mean the obnoxious Announce
e-mails or newsletters from comedy web¬
sites or anything like that. The e-mails that
I’m referring to are the hilarious, virus-laden
messages marked [PMX:####], which, if I’m
not mistaken, means “open immediately and
download all attachments to your hard drive”
in computer language.
I open every one of these e-mails, be¬
cause even though some have no message

and only contain an attachment link, those
that do include a message of some kind offer
the best unintentional comedy there is. I’ve
read one e-mail offering a diet plan that can
help you shed sixty pounds in six days. Is
there anyone in the world who really thinks
that is possible, other than maybe by am¬
putating both legs? If the answer was no,
and there really is not a soul among us who
would fall for these offers, then it’s reason¬
able to then say that the people who send
them are completely wasting their time and
have never made a penny for their efforts. If
that were the case, though, I doubt that we
would see such a steady diet of this sort of
spamming. It just would not be worthwhile
and scammers would find another way to
make their money. Therein lies what makes
these e-mails so funny to read: somebody
out there is buying it all.
Even in just perusing messages I’ve re¬
ceived in the last few days, there is no limit
to the variety and absurdity in my Inbox.
There is one trying to sell maximum strength
supplements of some kind that are only
available in Iceland. There is one that offers
to find out for me whether or not I am re¬
lated to anyone famous. There is one offer¬
ing me a plot of land in Costa Rica. One of
them is offering me discount plastic surgery.
As flattered as I am that they feel I would be
interested in plastic surgery, is that really a
process where people are looking to save a
buck? Good news honey, we can keep HBO
, and don’t need to buy store-brand groceries
ever again, because I found a guy who will
do your nose job in his basement for $1800!
Next time you get in a car, remember that
guys like these are driving around out there,
so buckle up.
Aside from special deals and discounts,
some of these people are generous enough
to be offering jobs. For example, a “trusted
friend” of mine named Mike Jenkins recently
offered me a job. His message read, “For a
limited time, we’re offering FREE positions in
our NEW program, but you need to confirm

right away. Everyone who comes in after you,
will go UNDER you, first come, first serve.
Act fast though, this thing is really crankin’.
We have new PAYING customers pouring in
daily.” I do not have even the faintest idea of
what this program is, what I would be doing,
where I would be doing it or how much I
would be paid. But if I don’t sign up quickly,
someone else‘will get my spot!
I would like to think that no one thinks
that way, but it seems certain that there are
some people out there who click these links,
accept these offers and fall into these traps.
These are not the sophisticated scams that
appear with official logos and letterheads
from banks or charities and catch people
off-guard. These e-mails are typed in plain
text, often riddled with spelling and gram¬
matical errors and are sometimes even writ¬
ten in broken English. The best example of
this would be the man from Nigeria who was
apparently given my name as one of twelve
potential American investors to front him
the necessary cash to buy a dozen Saabs. Of
course, he chose to contact me alone. His
plan is to sell the cars back in Africa and
then split his profits with me. At this point
I’m still weighing my options and consider¬
ing his offer.
If the burden of schoolwork or the stress
of holiday shopping wears you down in the
coming weeks, try not to be so quick in purg¬
ing that Inbox and take a few minutes to see
what it has to offer. Of course, having to wait
through five to ten minutes of loading time
each time you open a new e-mail makes it
a time-consuming process, but it is usually
worth the wait. There should be at least one
new message every day that will make you
laugh out loud as you imagine the poor soul
who is gobbling up whatever special deal
it offers. Not to mention you could find a
great deal on a new laptop or a job that will
pay $950 a day over vacation. Don't forget to
click every link and download every attach¬
ment, too. Let’s see how big and tough this
Sophos Antivirus really is.

SCD Syndrome

A Bi-National Crime: Ignoring the Lost of Ciudad Juarez
SHAWNA-KAYE LESTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“We sing songs for the wishing
Of those who are kissing
But not for the missing”
-Michael Jackson
Until the movie Bordertown, starring
Jennifer Lopez, Antonio Banderas and Mar¬
tin Sheen hits “the big screen,” many college
students will remain ignorant of a mysteri¬
ous and depressing situation that has existed
in Ciudad Juarez in Mexico for the past 12
years. Even after the film’s release, will we all
just say “what a good movie; that’s sad” and
carry on? Or, will something be done, espe¬
cially by the United States government?
Ciudad Juarez is situated in the Mexi¬
can State of Chihuahua, directly across from
the border of El Paso, Texas. In February of
2005, Amnesty International reported that
more than 370 young women and girls have
been murdered since 1993 in Juarez and Chi¬
huahua, and of these victims, a third suffered
from sexual violence.
The majority of these murdered women
were employed by a maquiladora. These for¬
eign assembly plants are primarily owned by
the United States and operate in the border
between the United States and Mexico. The
suspected culprits are a random serial killer
from Mexico or the U.S., the corrupt Mexican
police force, drug traffickers trying to distract
the police, the owners of the maquiladoras,
special bus drivers employed by the maqui¬
ladoras and organ vendors in the black mar¬
ket. Whoever the perpetrators are, more than
a decade after this chain of unexplained and
brutal murders of these women began, no
one has taken responsibility for the crimes.
Owing to growing negative international
attention and urgency from the relatives of
the victims, the Mexican government be¬
gan to address this situation just last year.

In March of this year, attorney general Maria
Lopez announced that her government had
assigned U.S. $2.7 million to compensate the
families of the victims. However, for the fam¬
ilies of these women who have been labeled
as prostitutes and regarded as dispensable,
money is not sufficient. The only thing that
they want is justice.
Thirty years after Mexico began to con¬
struct maquiladoras, there are almost 2,500
of these sweatshops, with an estimated 1.15
million Mexican employees. In Juarez, the
majority of these workers are women who
come from more rural areas in search of
some kind of employment. Although the
conditions in the maquiladoras are horrible,
they offer higher salaries than other parts of
Mexico. For that reason, many women tol¬
erate long shifts, minimum wage, a lack of
internal security and mental abuse from their
bosses.
Often, women like Claudia Gonzalez,
who was murdered in November of 2002, ar¬
rive for the night shift three or four minutes
late only to find that the doors of the maqui¬
ladoras have been closed. Like Claudia, these
women leave in the darkness of the night
and never return to their families.
Why should the US intervene? Through
the efforts and support of the United States,
the passing of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994 gave birth
to the rapid increase in the number of ma¬
quiladoras in Mexico, especially in Juarez.
The success of NAFTA and the economy of
the U.S. are almost totally attributable to the
women of the maquiladoras. Each year, the
maquiladoras earn more than U.S. $200 bil¬
lion dollars and account for more than 85%
of the revenue generated between the U.S.
and Mexico. Surely some of this time and
money should be dedicated to protecting
the women of Juarez. The United States has
access to investigative technology like DNA
testing that does not exist in Mexico. The

huge, dangerous desert that joins Mexico to
the U.S. is a bleeding, open vein. Juarez is
much closer to home than cities like Port-auPrince, Baghdad and Monrovia, therefore it
is unacceptable and unpardonable that suc¬
cessive U.S. governments have done nothing
to address this problem. FBI officials excuse
the inaction of the U.S. government by say¬
ing that Mexican officials have rejected their
help. The hypocrisy in this retort is that it is
well known that the U.S. government and its
agencies don’t need anyone’s permission to
intervene in any other country’s affairs and
take actions that it deems necessary.
It is said that provoked by International
pressure, Mexican authorities have pressured
innocent persons into confessing to these
unsolved mysteries. Many times, the accused
(like the two bus drivers accused of killing
Claudia Gonzalez) and their lawyers die in
mysterious ways after protesting their inno¬
cence. The situation merits independent in¬
vestigation.
Above all, the present US administra¬
tion takes pride in making decisions based
in strong morals. If we consider that these
women make less than six US dollars per day
and that they have to work for four hours
and 17 minutes to afford a gallon of milk,
many questions of morals emerge from the
closet. If the government does not want to
disobey the wishes of their neighbor govern¬
ment, they can at least insist that these sweat
shops do simple thing like provide safe trans¬
port for these women at night. Also, the gov¬
ernment can finance organizations like Casa
Amiga, the first and only female shelter in
Juarez, and relatives of the victims who are
still searching for justice. Every individual in
North America who wears clothes and drives
cars assembled by the hands of these un¬
dervalued and neglected women should take
interest in this blatant, bi-national crime.

MIKI SISCO
STAFF WRITER

The topic of this article recognizes a ter¬
rible condition that millions of Americans
suffer from every year which is exacerbated
during the transition between late fall and
early winter. This serious affliction is known
as SCD, or as specialists term it, Seasonal
Confusion Disorder. The earliest symptom
includes stocking the shelves of Wal-Mart
Super Centers in August with rows of candy
corn and tiny generic chocolates in shiny
scarecrow, ghoul, and witch wrappers. Ob¬
viously, those most susceptible are depart¬
ment and grocery store managers, yet SCD
is highly contagious and, if the symptoms
are not recognized immediately, can lead to
American consumers buying plastic jack lan¬
terns in the summer, stuffed-animal turkeys
in September, and, the final and most serious
stage, putting up Christmas decorations well
before the arrival of Thanksgiving.
Experts in the field are still puzzled as
to what sort of treatment could put an end
to the epidemic that is creeping through the
American capitalist system. The disease is
urging all types of consumers - from senile
octogenarians, whose sole source of enter¬
tainment is to scour their local Shaw’s for that
perfect brand of cottage cheese to complete
their six-item collection in the refrigerator,
to the category of twenty- to forty-year-old
materialists whose lives will not be complete
without a fifty-dollar hotdog-maker with an
image of a menorah on its side, designating
its use appropriate for an entire month out
of each year until it breaks - to buy more
products far ahead of time. This condition is
often the result of more detrimental diseases
such as CAD (Consumer Abuse Disorder),
Ebay-itis, and most severe of all, SMA (SkyMall Magazine Abuse).
With a new generation of people emerg¬
ing who base the importance of their lives
on a collection of American girl dolls which
they have shoved in the back of a closet beSee Consumers, page 4

DIGITZ
12
The number of minutes it took Sonya
Thomas, 37, to win at the annual Thanksgiv¬
ing race to eat a 10-pound turkey. Ms. Thomas,
who weighs just 105 pounds, was the smallest
competitor and the only woman in the race.
Thomas attributed her victory to "swallowing
fast."

6,000
The amount of money in pounds, that a
Russian man is demanding in compensation
from a Russian TV station for airing "The Simp¬
sons." Mr. Smykov claims that the show has
morally damaged his nine-year-old son by pro¬
moting drugs, violence and homosexuality.

10
The age of a schoolgirl in England who
found drugs in her bag after a drugs awareness
demonstration at her school. The police offi¬
cers giving the presentation put three packets
of drugs in her bag, but after the demonstration
they took back only two. Kia Butterfield did
not find the amphetamine until she got home.

162
The number of times a Bosnian pensioner
claims to have been married. The former wait¬
er, who has 14 children from different marriag¬
es, told a local newspaper: “I first got married
when I was only 15." The gentleman is cur¬
rently single but says that he has three women
he could marry if he chose to.

1,700
The cost, in pounds, of attending Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for one year.
Currency experts say they have worked out the
value of galleons in JK Rowling’s Harry Potter
books. Each gold galleon is worth £5.01p, or
7.39 euros.

Sources: CNN.com, Ananova.com
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Exploring the Trend
of Four-Day Weeks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

tion belied by such cause and effect reason¬
ing. I went to the Office of the Registrar for
Friday class statistics and found the following
(columns 1 & 2 are directly from information
the Registrar forwarded to me, while I com¬
puted column 3)
Thus, as far as I can see, the discrepancy
between majors who have to meet Fridays
and those who do not is not nearly as wide
as the general population at Bates would an¬
ticipate. This likely stems from the College’s
dictate that no department may slide through
Fridays scot-free. It may also relate to matters
of economy and space - one of the problems
larger institutions encounter when curtailing
Friday class is an increased demand for and
conflict over classroom space - we can’t all
squeeze into the windowless gem that is
Carnegie 105 at once, and if we eliminate
the chance of Friday meetings, all the lec¬
tures requiring that amount of space will be¬
come increasingly difficult to accommodate.
As a notoriously frugal and environmentally
conscious institution, it seems unlikely Bates
would embrace a schedule requiring com¬
plaisance with such waste. Indeed, 18.8%
falls barely under a perfect division of classes
over the course of a week - as suggested by
Christine Arsonow, Tuesday and Thursday
actually have the least classes (131 and 144
total, respectively) while Wednesday bears
the brunt of things at 201. This, distribution
is not consistent with the disparity seen at
larger schools - the Orlando Sentinel found,
for example that only 50% of the state’s pub¬
lic university classrooms were in use on Fri¬
day morning, a number dropping to 25% in
the afternoon.
If we were to shift toward a four-day
week, Bates as a population would have to
commit to “making the most of it”- to bor¬
row from a Weight-watchers pop-up, “It’s not
a temporary diet but a way of life!” The cam¬
pus ideology would have to accept such a
schedule in a new way - one vastly different
from the common take on short term, hypo¬
thetically a time of focus and engagement
but often dominated in practice by the aura
of a week-long party. The four day work
week, to succeed, would have to rise above
tour book fantasy to fulfill the promise of
its utopian sounding dream. Utopias in gen¬
eral often flag or fail because interest wanes
and the willingness of individuals to com¬
mit or to sacrifice fades...unless of course
you’re the Shakers and don’t sanction a way
to procreate...and I think the same dangers
exist in this case. A cynic, and perhaps a
historian, would predict less sincerity with
each ensuing class - thus perhaps at first
students would really “do” something with
that free time but gradually be persuaded
otherwise. Even if we were to live up to the
schedule’s “promise” we would still have to
reconcile ourselves to other things - address¬
ing the risk of becoming a “suitcase school”
and heightening student awareness of that
corporate speak entity, time management.
In the meantime, burnt-out Batesies in the
midst of the semester’s two most hectic fiveday weeks can console themselves, even in
the din of Ladd, with dreams of Short Term
and spring. It may not be a utopia, but I
can’t wait for a lazy Friday at Range Pond.

/
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week to succeed, however, she saw need for
a change in Bates’ social dynamic - less par¬
ties, drinking and late nights - as well as in
the College’s scheduling philosophy itself.
As she noted: "Bates seems to have fewer
class periods to begin with, and early morn¬
ing classes are also difficult to convene. Too
late in the afternoon, and half the class is
drowsy. Such curtailment of the teaching
day is nuts, considering how much practice
time is taken up by teams."
While interest in free Fridays ranged from
time to ski to better accommodating faculty
who either have young children or live far
away, it seems worthwhile to note that the
four-day week is not merely a collegiate
dream - 80% of people responding to a poll
in The New York Times Magazine found the
American work week to be too long.
Bates as an institution is always striving
for some kind of balance between various
extremes. Neither trendy nor archaic is a
flattering adjective for an institution of higher
education. Curious as to the campus pulse
on this particular issue, I conducted an infor¬
mal, straw-poll type survey via an Announce
email. I received twenty student responses. I
will admit that the data is somewhat skewed
- most of the replies were friends, teammates
or first-years in the seminar for which I am a
teaching assistant. Twenty responses within
the six degrees of Megan Hamilton do not
necessarily represent the student body as a
whole. Taken with the proverbial grain of
salt, however, this “study” does reveal some
interesting trends. Of the twenty respon¬
dents, only three (15%) managed to evade
Friday class. One of those three - Diana
Gauvin - has weekly Friday thesis meetings
and student teaches in Auburn, so the day
is far from free and at her disposal. While
some students may not have class, they don’t
necessarily have a day off from academia - as
another senior, who actually has a four day
weekend, noted “thesis makes it feel like I
hardly have a weekend at all.”
The seventeen students who do have
Friday class explained their schedule as the
result of registering for classes that looked
interesting or their major required them to
take. Choosing classes solely with an eye
toward building the ideal schedule seems
frowned upon - as Nicholas Bauer ’09 sug¬
gests, free Fridays are a kind of perk not di¬
rectly related to his class choices, “If I want
to/have to take a class, the day doesn’t mat¬
ter. If I had an option, sure, longer week¬
ends are great. But they aren’t integral to
anything.” Though Thursday night partying
would suggest morning classes on Friday as
the epitome of misery, most respondents ac¬
tually expressed a much stronger aversion to
class in the afternoon. As Pennie Taylor ’09
explained, “I’m pretty mentally zonked by
that point.” Assistant Treasurer Ned Carr re¬
sponded to my email, “Does this mean we’re
not considering a return of Saturday morning
classes? (which I had at Colby),” an idea that
popular sentiment, as I understand it, would
refute with a resounding “no way.”
Respondents reflected an understanding
I find to be a popular sentiment on campus that majors in
the “sciences,”
most often of
the natural va¬
riety, bear the
brunt of Fri¬
.#
day schedul¬
ing. Though
278
I hesitate to Humanitites
make
any Interdisciplinary
102
overt
state¬ Natural Sciences
184
ments on this
Social Sciences
181
point, my con¬
crete research
809
suggests
a Total
complex situa¬
The term “classes’ inc udes

The Stress Consumers
of Finals
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

cause they have no friends to show them off
to, Seasonal Confusion Disorder is rampant.
We are taught to measure our happiness in
terms of quantity - how many times our “I
wants” are gratified. Conditioned to evalu¬
ate the quality of our lives by the number of
superfluous and ultimately useless items we
own, we are easily prone to see the logic in
stringing up the trees in our front yards with
lines of cheap red-green-blue bulbs well be¬
fore the Thanksgiving turkey is shoved into
the oven, often to be consumed alone.
We must take every precaution, then, to
avoid SCD this year. Although we are now
indisputably in the holiday season, we cer¬
tainly want to avoid buying plastic Easter
eggs before New Year’s. How, then, can we
deter these consumer-targeted conditions?
The mainly Christian holidays that dominate
the United States are losing their religious
implications; whether one would argue
that this is positive or negative is irrelevant.
Christmas is being molded into a cultural
celebration of giving and receiving presents.
For most people, it would be hypocritical to
deny enjoying this. So, rather than entirely
abstaining from what we all essentially look
forward to during the holidays, we should
shred through layers of red and green wrap¬
ping paper (which we're all going to reuse,
right?) and feel excited abdut our new Xbox
360 or feign delight at the gaudy snowman
sweater from Grandma.
Where the focus needs to remain, how¬
ever, is with people. A certain level of ma¬
terialism is natural in everyone - we would
not survive without it. However, where this
tendency overcomes our connection with
people is where we begin to develop SMA,
SCD and the like. The American consumers
need to step away from the home shopping
network and stop trying to compensate for
loneliness with George Foreman grills. We
are a social species - that is inescapable and whether that means there is only one
person you care about in your life or twen¬
ty, they should be worth a thousand grills.
When you ask someone how their holiday
was, don’t ask because you want to be polite
or want to tell them something about your
Arbor Day, Thanksgiving or Hanukkah. Simi¬
larly, if someone asks you, “how was your
Christmas?” don’t automatically respond,
“good.” Ask because you care, and assume
the person inquiring genuinely would like to
know how your holiday was. Besides, asking
and expecting a real answer might result in a
pretty interesting story: “good, but my house
was invaded by possessed demon monkeys
from Mars.” We cannot escape a natural in¬
clination to consume, but we can make an
attempt to go against what the commercials
are telling us. We can value people over
toasters.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

This strategy eliminates all possibilities
of stress because there is no work or real ef¬
fort involved. It’s almost a perfect way to re¬
duce all stress and anxiety as we roll through
crunch time. I say almost because it looks
like reduced stress is inversely proportional
to an increased chance of failing out of col¬
lege.
Basically, where the “wait it out” philoso¬
phy runs into complications is in the fact that
you probably will fail out of Bates. Failing
out of college would be a bad idea. That
would be an awkward break if I found a
way to fail out of college. My parents would
definitely be upset.
“What do you think you are going to do
now with no college education?”
“Do they still have guilds? I’ve had one
and a half years of college, so I’m guessing I
could jump right into journeyman status,”
The safest approach seems to be study¬
ing for finals and finishing up final papers
with some hard work and effort. At the very
least, you cart fevoid the aWki&kfrfeSS &4<#r*
break of having to tell your parents you
failed out of college. Although, you could
wait until the last day of break to tell them
you failed out. Then they wouldn’t bother
you the whole time with ideas of “jobs” and
“futures.”
The other option is to not tell them at
all. This option seems to have a big upside.
But then again, they may suspect something
when you’re still on the couch watching
“Boy Meets World” in mid-January.
“Aren’t you supposed to be some¬
where?”
“Yeah, about that, I kind of forgot to tell
you something.”
While they may believe this, as I do al¬
ways forget to give them phone messages, I
think I should do everything to avoid being
in that position. It seems we have difficult
decisions ahead of us. And at this time of the
year, I think we all know the question to ask
when we are faced with adverse conditions:
What would Santa do?
He would totally bear down and just fin¬
ish strong. For Santa’s sake, I’m going to go
study for finals. I really want a new back¬
pack and he’s the man to ask. Studying for
finals has to put me on his good side. Be¬
cause no matter what, he somehow is going
to find out who’s naughty or nice. I don’t
know how he does it, but the man is good.
A little too good if you ask me, but don’t tell
him I said that. Good luck with finals.

BATES RATES
Finals begin on a Friday
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Competition for computers on

The last 3:45 exam of finals will
be on a Wednesday afternoon;
only slightly less depressing.

campus
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Fierce territorialism and
widespread desperation - a
Coram fistfight is inevitable.

Bates commits to Green
Power
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Freshmen girls, meet the other
half of the junior guys...
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Hip Hop Journalist Explains Feminist Perspective

Tobin and
Hochstadt
to Leave at
End of Year
ALEXANDRA KELLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Joan Morgan's lecture was the keynote speech of the Feminism and Pop Culture Conference held on campus-Saturday. CHRISTINE ARSNOW
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, Joan Morgan,
award-winning journalist, provocative cul¬
tural critic and author of the novel “When
Chickenheads Come Home to Roost,”
spoke about her views as a self-proclaimed
hip hop feminist. The speech was spon¬
sored by the Feminist Action Coalition.
Morgan began her talk by discussing
her background. Born in Jamaica, Morgan
and her family moved to the South Bronx
when she was a little girl. Hip hop was an

integral and essential part of Morgan’s en¬
vironment as a child. As she describes it,
hip hop was “the soundtrack of everything
going on around her.” It was a way for
“people in her environment to deal with
economic and racial slaughter.”
“Hip hop,” Morgan related, “was a
voice to represent people of color who
had nothing. A voice for the voiceless.”
Morgan discussed how her enrollment
at a prestigious prep school in New York
City, and later at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Connecticut, caused her to
subconsciously disconnect from hip hop

music. She was not spending as much
time in her old neighborhood and was not
exposed to the rhythms and beats that per¬
meated her life in the South Bronx. She
did not reconnect with hip hop for several
years.
Morgan next talked about her earli¬
est career experience. After college, while
employed as a schoolteacher, Morgan was
dating a man who wrote for the New York
newspaper The Village Voice. Her boy¬
friend was assigned to write an article
about race relations in the Central Park
See HIP HOP FEMINIST, page 8

BCSG
Approves
New Clubs,
Fixes Bylaws

College President Elaine Tuttle Hansen
recently announced to the Bates community
that Associate Dean of Faculty Elizabeth To¬
bin and Professor of History Steve Hochstadt
will be leaving at the end of the academic
year. Tobin has accepted the position of
Dean of the College at Illinois College, and
Hochstadt will be joining the faculty there.
For, twenty-seven years, the husbandapd-rtyife! team) has shared, a position teach¬
ing modern - European; history. Promoted
to professorship in 1996, they have had a
great impact on both their students and col¬
leagues, whether through their teaching, ad¬
ministrative duties, working on the Bates Fall
Semester in Berlin in 1994, 1998, and 2004,
or through their research and extensive
work in their respective areas of modern Eu¬
ropean history. “In my time at Bates, Tobin
and Hochstadt are among a small number
of faculty that have had the most significant
impact on students and faculty at Bates,” said
Professor of Political Science Mark Kessler.
“Their excellence in the teaching of students
and commitment to working close with them
is legendary.”
See PROFESSORS, page 8

Wadud Describes Women's Place in Islam

IRIS LIM
STAFF WRITER

Since students have returned to Bates
from Thanksgiving Recess, there have been
two BCSG meetings.
On the Nov. 28 meeting, three bills were
passed, and members were elected to fill
vacancies in the Publicity and Election and
Judiciary Committees.
The two bills were passed to approve
the Bates Men’s Lacrosse Club and the In¬
digenous Student Network. While Bates
Men’s Lacrosse Club is a new club, the In¬
digenous Student Network, previously called
the American Indian Awareness Association,
reported a name change.
The Vice President of Student Clubs, Liz
Sheridan Rossi '06, stated that if students
wished to start a new club, a constitution
needs to be drafted and sent to BCSG for
approval.
A bill was also passed that amended the
Constitution and Bylaws. The Constitution
was reviewed and many of the inconsisten¬
cies were fixed. Policies pertaining to the
election of the senior class president will be
dealt with at a later meeting.
^
The problem that arose with the senior
class president was the fact that his or her
term overlaps with the junior class presiSee BCSG, page 7

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Dr. Amina Wadud discussed the threat of gender bias within Islam and described different definitions of the religion.
SAM NAGOURNEY
STAFF WRITER

Last Friday, Dr. Amina Wadud, Professor
of Islamic Studies at Virginia Commonwealth
University, offered her insight into the fac¬
tors of Muslim women’s struggle for gender
justice. Dr. Wadud has been a practicing
Muslim for 33 years but was brought up as
a Methodist, as her father was a Methodist
minister. She explained that the gender bias
began with the basic paradigms upon which
certain ideas of Islam rest, , and that the gen¬
der bias became codified into the law.

“In the law, women had absolutely no
role, they were not agents, they were al¬
ways subjects or objects. They were spoken
of and sometimes they were spoken to, but
they were never self-speakers.. .By removing
[women’s] agency, they were sometimes de¬
humanized, demoralized, and certainly their
human dignity was violated. And the ques¬
tion of how to reform has been taken up in
earnest.”
Dr. Wadud believes that we are living in
a time where women are more actively in¬
volved in the construction of their identity
than at any other point in Islamic history.

In the struggle against gender bias, Muslim
women are inevitably coming across “things
considered to be paramount to the religion
that violate or contradict the Quran’s ontol¬
ogy with regard to women’s dignity as hu¬
man beings.”
Within the Muslim community, there are
two sides to the internal discourse. One side
is the right side which consists of the neo¬
conservatives, the neo-traditionalists, and
the extremists. The neo-conservatives are
a new kind of conservatives who are even
more traditional than the actual conservative
See MUSLIM WOMEN, page 7

NEWS

Education Article Highlights Increasing
College Tuition Fees at Bates
CONOR HURLEY
STAFF WRITER

With the cost of a Bates education now
well over $40,000, questions have been
raised about why the comprehensive fee
continues to increase each year and what
justifies the sizeable bill. A recent article in
The Chronicle of Higher Education attempts
to address this national trend among liberal
arts colleges, using Bates as a case study.
Jeffrey Selingo, the article’s author, said
he chose Bates because “Bates is represen¬
tative of a lot of private colleges because of
its size and function... Most importantly, the
Bates administration was very cooperative.”
President Hansen believes the college was a
good match for the article due to “[Bates’s]
reputation for good financial management.”
Hansen pointed to certain uncontrolla¬
ble variables that comprise a large portion of
any college’s operating expenses as the lead¬
ing cause.of tuition growth. For 'instance, the
rising prices- 6f healthcafe Arid Cherry force
colleges to -devote' mote Of tfieid budgets
to overhead cdstsV Whe'rf these TTcldrS at£
combined with certain necessary expenses,
including building maintenance and library
purchases, colleges are forced to make dif¬
ficult decisions about cutting programs or
increasing tuition.
Selingo highlighted what Hansen calls
“Bates’s ability to do well with less.” In recent
years, the college cut costs in novel ways to
minimize tuition hikes. To expedite the la¬
bor expensive process of sweeping the gym
floor, the physical plant devised a strategy to

college’s dedication to raising faculty sala¬
ries, which trail those at Colby and Bowdoin
by $10,000 and $18,000 respectively. The
article reports that Beckmann said, “[Colby
and Bowdoin] are most likely to raid our fac¬
ulty.” However, Hansen believes Beckmann
was misquoted. She insisted, “We have never
been raided by Bowdoin or Colby.”
Despite the focus on the large price tag
associated with Bates, Hansen believes the
is very positive. She hopes it will lead
"Bates is representative of article
to a greater understanding of why private
colleges cost so much. “Some college presi¬
a lot of private colleges
dents have written to me and stressed that
it’s an important issue and they appreciat¬
because of its size and
ed the honesty... It’s a very positive thing
function... Most important¬ that we’re talking about this issue,” she ex¬
plained.
ly, the administration was
While Bates and other expensive private
colleges are currently able to maintain the
very cooperative." - Jeffery delicate balance that allows them to oper¬
at a high level without becoming pro¬
Selingo, on why his article ate
hibitively expensive, the article presents sce¬
narios that could upset the balance. Hansen
featured the college.
said these questions are raised every time
ETllm-Hi
the comprehensive fee crosses certain no¬
ui<i r;*. aim sh , 133■ .
table marks, including $20,000, $30,000 and
\ to L ll i
1 H • ! ~t 1
I >
now $40,000. She believes, “As long as we
continue to cut costs, rising prices are just an
ties, specifically the dormitories and Dinning unfortunate reality.”
“That’s why this fundraising campaign
Commons, which are described as “neglect¬
we’re
in right now is so important,” ex¬
ed” and “shabby.” Hansen believes the claim
plained Hansen. The $120 million campaign,
is overstated, citing widespread satisfaction
which is approaching the $100 million mark,,
and praise for Commons.
concludes in June 2006. With continued
Terry Beckmann, Vice President for Fi¬
alumni support, Hansen predicts “Bates will
nance and Administration, and Treasurer,
told Selingo, “Our assets here are people.” just keep getting better and better.”
Hansen reiterated this point, stressing the

use a machine designed to clean the AstroTurf field instead of sweeping the floor by
hand. According to Hansen, such efforts to
“cut the fat from the budget” allow Bates to
concentrate funds in other areas. However,
the article is critical of the college’s facili-

Muslim Feminist Considers Islam's Extremes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

articulation in its original form. The neo-traditionalists believe that everything changed
when we moved from “shitting in the fields
to fancy-shmancy plumbing utilities.” They
want to return to the time of seventh century
Arabia. The extremists are the furthest to the
right, from whom we get the “irrational and
irreconcilable” methods and thoughts. On
the other side of the debate are the liber¬
als and the secularists. The liberal agenda
is fashioned after liberalist thought in the

West, and the question “why can’t we all just
get along?” The liberals believe that Islam
should have some role, if simply as a cul¬
tural identity. The secularists, on the other
hand, attribute the Muslim world’s problems
to religion, and they don’t want any identity
to Islam.
Dr. Wadud said that most of those living
in the Muslim world do have some sort of
identity with Islam; so the main strategy of
reformers’ discourse is to take their full tradi¬
tion to Islam, including all its primary texts
and the Quran, and make use of it to help

them move forward toward a future that is
relevant to globalization.
That is not to say that the struggle to
stop the gender bias will be an easy feat.
Dr. Wadud spoke about how everyone who
talks about Islam is not necessarily talking
about the same Islam. The question, accord¬
ing to Dr. Wadud, is: “Who has the power or
the means or authority to enforce the impli¬
cation of their own definition of Islam?”
She feels the development of women as
human beings in the view of Muslims will be
determined by who sets this definition.

This price was negotiated with the help
of Maine PowerOptions, a non-profit that
brought together hospitals, colleges and
local governments to increase bargaining
clout with electricity providers.
“It does not take much to cover the
incremental costs of buying green. A one
degree decrease in heat on campus would
provide half of the savings,” said Terry
Beckmann, Treasurer of the college.
Unlike Colby College, which also cur¬
rently purchases 100% green energy, Bates
will not be producing any additional non¬
renewable electricity on campus and will
depend solely on the energy it buys.
The movement to purchase green en¬
ergy began during the 2004 winter semes¬
ter, when students Erin Bertrand ’05 and
Ben Wish ’05 along with other members
of the Environmental Coalition printed
“Pass on Gas” buttons and organized a
panel discussion to raise awareness about
renewable energy. The panel, which in¬

cluded Camille Parrish, the Environmental
Studies Learning Associate and Bob Brem,
the Physical Plant Director, “got people
thinking about and debating these issues,”
said EC member Ari Rosenberg ’06.
That spring President Hansen and
Beckmann created the Environmental
Task Force, made up of 11 students, facul¬
ty and staff members, to advise the college
on ways to become more environmentally
sustainable. A year later the group pre¬
sented a final report, suggesting the school
switch to renewable energy, among other
considerations.
The Environmental Coalition renewed
the campaign for green energy this fall
when students became aware that the
college’s 27-month electricity contract
would expire in December. Members col¬
lected student signatures in support of the
change and presented them to the Bates
College Student Government on Nov. 14.
The BCSG passed RA 06-10, a resolution
urging the administration to begin pur¬
chasing green energy.

Wireless
Internet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

not as convenient as wireless.
Anyone who wants to access Bates’ wire¬
less connection must have a wireless card in
their computer. Many recent models of PCs
already have automatic wireless routers built
into them, but if not, wireless cards can be
purchased at most computer and technology
stores.
For the most part, student responses to
the plan have been positive. "It will be much
more convenient because I won't have to
use cords," said Sixto Alonso '06.
Tyler Maynard '07 agrees. Although he
added, "It might be a little slower. I can still
use the Ethernet if I have to."
In order for the wireless procedure ex¬
pansion to work, students must take their
personal wireless software home during
break. Personal wireless access accounts
will interfere with the Bates network.

BCSG
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

dent’s because elections are not held at the
same time for each class.
Last night's meeting was short and con¬
cise. The meeting was mostly a general wrap¬
ping up of the semester. A member reported
that the faculty approved that Veteran Status
be included in Bates’ discrimination policy.
There was also a presentation of the new
dining hall at the faculty meeting, which will
be built between the football field and the
Alumni Gym.
Another issue brought up was that there
has been talk saying that club sports will
be under the RA’s digression next year, but
President Elaine Tuttle Hansen made clear
that this was not yet certain.

Grade Inflation
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

too many people reaching this achievement.”
For the class of 2005, summa cum laude stu¬
dents were identified as the top 2 percent
of the class—or those with a GPA of 3.88 or
higher. Magna cum laude was the top 8 per¬
cent, or those with GPAs from 3-75 to 3-87,
and cum laude as the top 15 percent with
GPAs between 3.65 and 3 74. The Dean’s
List operates under percentages as well. The
top 25 percent of all students are those that
meet the List’s qualifications. For 2004-05,
this translated to a 3-6 or higher in order to
be named. The College adopted this new
system because “honors were not much of
an honor anymore and Bates wanted to re¬
Though members of the. college com¬
munity have been working on this goal ward its top students,” said Braz.
While there is no true explanation as to
for several years, many were still surprised
why
grade inflation has occurred, many ex¬
when Hansen shared the news of the deci¬
perts trace its origins back to the Vietnam
sion to finance green energy.
Era. Professors were willing to raise stu¬
“We all thought it wasn’t going to hap¬
dent’s grades in order to keep them from fail¬
pen,” said Rosenberg. “I was shocked.”
ing out and becoming eligible for the draft.
The administration, Physical Plant and
Throughout
the ’70’s and ’80’s, grades begin
the Environmental Coalition agree that
to
fall
back
down
to their previous levels, but
there should now be a greater focus on
students and employees of the college to then in the ’90’s they began tq go back up
conserve energy. “This is not the end, it again. According to an article printed in the
doesn’t fix the problem. We still have to Washington Post, Stuart Rojstaczer, a Duke
University professor who has extensively
be responsible,” continued Rosenberg.
researched trends in grade inflation, attests
Physical Plant will be e-mailing stu¬
dents suggestions for using less energy on this rise to a new type of campus mentality.
campus - including turning off lights and Rojstaczer marks the ’90’s as a time when
professors began to view their students as
electronics when not in use and keeping
consumers who were paying large amounts
windows closed in the winter.
“Green power is more expensive, but of money to go to college. Professors began
to think that in return for the high costs, stu¬
we are challenging everyone in our com¬
dents should receive good degrees.
munity to do what they can to reduce
If grade inflation trends continue to
needless energy use,” said Beckmann.
rise, perhaps universities will start awarding
scores even higher than an A+.

Five-Year Plan for Green Energy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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Hip Hop Speaker Challenged by Audience
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Jogger case. Morgan laughed as she re¬
called the heated argument that she and
her boyfriend had had about the topic.
Morgan argued that the crucial issue in
the Central Park Jogger case was not race,
but gender. As she put it, “if I had been
an investment banker jogging through the
park and a group of black and Hispan¬
ic men intent on rape saw me, do you
think they’d have said ‘Hey, it’s a sister,
let’s leave her alone? No. That’s just not
the nature of the crime of rape.” Morgan’s
boyfriend saw her point, and approached
his editor with the new story idea. His edi¬
tor told him that since the story was not
his idea, he should not be writing it. She
gave Morgan 36 hours to submit the ar¬
ticle, and Joan Morgan, feminist journalist,
was born.
“I had no interest in feminism,” Morgan
confessed, but she suddenly found peo¬
ple phoning and pounding on her door,
determined to hear more of her feminist
ideas. So she thought about it, and real-

News in Brief
Bates -

ized that she was, in fact, a feminist. “I
walk through the world with a great deal
of privilege that is a product of the strug¬
gles of many women, of all colors, who
have walked before me,” Morgan stated.
Out of respect for these women, Morgan
felt it was her obligation to uphold the
feminist perspective.
Morgan began freelancing for the
Voice, primarily writing music reviews.
She noted that her first assignment, a re¬
view of Queen Latifah’s first hip hop al¬
bum, was easy and comfortable for her.
As she began to criticize other works,
however, she became acutely aware of the
compromising attitude that much hip hop
took toward women. She began to won¬
der if she could be a feminist and embrace
hip hop. But, she realized, “hip hop is
such a big part of me and I don’t think my
political views should force me out of the
hip hop sphere.” Instead, Morgan con¬
cluded, she must “broaden the discourse”
to include feminist issues in the discussion
of hip hop.
As a hip hop journalist, Morgan no¬

Morgan says that she writes with no other
inspiration than to put new thoughts into
discussion. In her words, she “does not
limit herself to meet others’ standards.
[She] writes to express the truth.”
After the description of her upbringing
and early career, Morgan proceeded into
a lengthy discussion period in which she
answered audience questions. A heated
dialogue developed over Morgan’s idea
that women should be held responsible for
their objectification in media, particularly
in hip hop music videos. Audience mem¬
bers asked how she could blame women
for this situation, arguing that women
were clearly the victims of a consumerdriven media. Morgan retorted by answer¬
ing that women of all colors, both in this
country and all over the world, have been
through too much and survived too many
hardships to be considered victims. She
does not feel that strong, powerful women
should be reduced to the position of help¬
less figures being manipulated by the me¬
dia into sexualized objects.

Hochstadt and Tobin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Hochstadt, who earned both his B.A.
and Ph.D from Brown University, specializes
The Katrina Relief Initiative raised a total
in the history of the Holocaust. His disser¬
of $15,527.94 in the Bates community for Ka¬
tation on migration in Germany was pub¬
trina relief and support for Maine families this
lished in 1999 by the University of Michigan
semester. More than half of that, $8,400, was
Press as “Mobility and Modernity: Migration
raised in cash while the remaining amount
in Germany, 1820-1989.” For this work, he
was contributed directly to relief agencies.
was awarded the Social Science History
Seventy percent ($5880.12) of the $8,400
Association’s Allan Sharlin Memorial Award
was donated to the American Red Cross for
for an outstanding book in social sciences
Gulf Coast Relief, and 30% ($2520.05) will be
in 2000. He will be a part-time member of
donated to the Rural Community Action Min¬
the faculty at Illinois College so that he may
istries for winter fuel-oil relief in Maine.
further focus on his writing. At Bates, he
Source: Announce e-mail from David Scteaches popular courses on the Holocaust,
obey
and the history of Russia, the Soviet Union,
and modern Europe.
“The Holocaust course in more recent
years has been the single most heavily en¬
The New Oxford American Dictionary
rolled course in the Department, and for
has compiled its list of the 2005 Words of
good reason,” said Professor of History John
the Year. The list is topped by “podcast,” a
Cole. “Hochstadt has an almost magical abil¬
term used to describe a system of technolo¬
ity to turn an audience of 120 into so many
gy for distributing audio and video programs
active participants in their own educations.”
over the Internet. Runners-up included, but
Hochstadt’s current project is titled “The
are not limited to, “bird flu,” “lifehack” (“a
Shanghai Jewish Community,” and includes
more efficient or effective way of complet¬
ing an everyday task “) and “sudoku” (the
fast-growing “logic-based puzzle consisting
of squares that form grids within a grid.”).
At Bates, E-Clectic, the “Mellon Learning As¬
sociates Student Journal in the Humanities,”
offers podcasts of the e-zine’s material.
Source: Oxford Press’ Press Release

World -

ticed even more examples of misogyny
in this music genre. She found that even
powerful, moving pieces often said ter¬
rible things about women. As she spent
time “on the road” traveling to clubs and
observing the hip hop scene firsthand,
she often heard complaints about direc¬
tors and artists objectifying women, but
never heard anyone talk about women’s
accountability for their actions. This frus¬
trated Morgan. As she put it, “no one is
holding a gun to the heads of the thou¬
sands of women who show up to audi¬
tion for a rap video with thongs in their
hands.” Morgan believed that these wom¬
en were making choices to sell themselves
as hyper-sexualized images, and she was
frustrated that no one was holding them
accountable. So she wrote a book.
“I write because there is something I
feel that hasn’t been said,” said Morgan.
Her book, “When Chickenheads Come
Home to Roost,” is a collection of essays
and short stories about her own experienc¬
es and ideas about hip hop and feminism.
Some of her pieces are controversial, but

interviews with more than 100 people, in¬
cluding his grandmother, who fled Europe to
Shanghai during the Holocaust. Hochstadt
has served on the board of directors of the
Holocaust Human Rights Center of Maine
since 1993, and was Chair of the History De¬
partment for eight years.
Tobin, who earned her B.A. from Swarthmore and her Ph.D. from Princeton, also spe¬
cializes in modern European history, though
she has offered only one upper-level semi¬
nar since accepting the position of Associate
Dean of Faculty. As a teacher, she has said,
“my focus in teaching is encouraging stu¬
dents to think like historians.” She calls her
own research “eclectic,” and her most recent
project has been an investigation of women’s
Holocaust memoirs. Away from academics,
though, she has been working this year “on
a campus climate project in support of our
longtime diversity at Bates,” said President
Hansen. “Her administrative services go
mostly unperceived by students,” said Cole,
“but they have helped others in many ways
to teach and to learn more effectively.”
Founded in 1829, Illinois College is a
private, liberal arts institution of about 1,050

students. It offered the first college classes
in the first college building in Illinois, along
with the state’s first laboratory science class¬
es, first baccalaureate degree awarded, and
first medical school. Today, it offers more
than 45 academic programs, a 12:1 studentfaculty ratio,- and small class sizes.
According to its mission statement, Illi¬
nois College is “a community committed to
the highest standards of scholarship and in¬
tegrity in the liberal arts.” As it brings itself
back to that liberal arts standard, Tobin will
be “working with the faculty as they make
changes in curriculum, pedagogy, and fac¬
ulty organization,” said President Hansen.
Bates will sorely miss Hochstadt and
Tobin. “We often say that no one is irre¬
placeable,” Kessler said. “In this case I think
that Liz and Steve are among the handful of
colleagues that come to mind that contra¬
dict that expression. We are losing extremely
talented, principled, and good people who
have spent almost three decades working ef¬
fectively with our students and seeking to
make Bates a better place.”

World Earlier last week Ram Bomjon, 15, of Ne¬
pal made international headlines as the sup¬
posed reincarnation of Buddha. Bomjon has
allegedly been meditating beneath a tree for
six months without any food or water. Bud¬
dha is said to have achieved enlightenment
after meditating for 49 days underneath the
same type of tree Bomjon is currently under.
Buddha and Bomjon’s mothers both share
the same name, Maya Devi. Nepalese of¬
ficials, however, have grown spectacle be¬
cause followers of Bomjon refuse to let him
be seen at night when officials believe he is
being fed. Officials are pressing for 24-hour
observation and the opportunity to test the
boy’s health, but are proceeding with care
because of religious sensitivity.
Sources: BBC, Sydney Morning Herald,
The Times Online
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Though finals do not offically begin until the end of this week, students have already begun camp¬
ing out in Pettengill Hall and Ladd Library. As one of several changes to the academic calendar
this year, finals will start on Friday and continue next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
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Choir Sings Impressive Bach, Lauridsen
BEN LEBEAUX
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Forced to the limits of Olin Concert
Hall’s stage, John Corrie tentatively wound
his way around the burgeoning symphony
orchestra and choir awaiting his direction.
As he entered, the crowd applauded and the
musicians greeted their conductor with the
traditional stomping of feet. The choir rose
immediately to a packed house as Corrie
flicked his wrist and began.
On Dec. 2, the Bates College Orches¬
tra and Choir performed Johann Sebastian
Bach’s “Magnificat in D Major” and Morten
Lauridsen’s “Lux Aeterna.” Bach composed
“Magnificat” at the beginning of his term as
resident organist and composer in Leipzig,
Germany and completed a massive revision
of the piece in 1728, Lauridsen premiered
“Lux Aeterna” in 1997: the text of all “Lux
Aeterna,” is derived from sacred Latin texts,
all refer to light.
The orchestra and choir began with
Bach’s twelve-movement “Magnificat.” The
celebratory, exuberant piece began with a
warm, brassy sound as the trumpets flour¬
ished above Nick Klinovsky’s ’06 controlled

and persistent support
on the Timpani. Corrie
utilized the vastness of
the eighty-person choir
as the singers entered
with a big, open sound
that resonated off the
walls and ceilings of the
concert hall. And while
the choir’s men were
vastly outnumbered by
the women, the tenors
and basses consistently
contributed by main¬
taining consistent pres¬
sure underneath the
sopranos and altos who
flitted above them.
“Magnificat’s mood
changed as the sec¬
ond movement began
with a formal, waltzing
and paced introduc¬
tion preceding soprano
Amy Lareau’s ’09 solo.
Lareau’s sweet, vibrato
See CHOIR, page 12
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SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
Choir Director John Corrie leads the college choir and orchestra in a performance of Bach’s "Magnificat" and
Morten Lauridsen's "Lux Aeterna" this past weekend in Olin Arts Center Concert Hall.

Veterans For Peace Give Emotional Poetry Reading
"Here, Bullet"
If a body is what you want,
then here is bone and gristle and flesh.
Here is the clavicle-snapped wish,
the aorta’s opened valves, the leap
thought makes at the synaptic gap.
Here is the adrenaline rush you crave,
that inexorable flight, that insane puncture
into heat and blood. And I dare you to finish
what you’ve started. Because here, Bullet,
here is where I complete the word you bring
hissing through the air, here is where I moan
the barrel’s cold esophagus, triggering
my tongue’s explosives for the rifling I have
inside of me, each twist of the round
spun deeper, because here, Bullet,
here is where the world ends, every time.

RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
ARTS STAFF WRITER

The emotionally riveting poem that ap¬
pears above was written by Brian Turner,
a former United States soldier who fought
in the Iraq War. He emotionally delivered,
"Here, Bullet," among others poems to a
small, but attentive audience in the Silo last
Wednesday night as part of a series of po¬
ets put on by the Veterans for Peace. What
started 20 years ago in Lewiston-Auburn has
become a national organization with 123
chapters, over 5,000 members, and NGO sta¬
tus with the UN, promoting something that
seems unlikely for the many men who were
once so willing to go to war and fight for
their country. After listening to Turner’s grip¬
ping poetry, however, one can only begin to
imagine the harsh realities of war, the pain,
the anger and the sadness.
Introduced by a Vietnam Veteran Doug
Anderson, Brian Turner was described as
writing only as a soldier can, with terror,
compassion, hurt and horror. Turner earned
his MFA from the University of Oregon where
he had a band and took poetry classes, be¬
fore serving seven years in the United States
Army. Initially, he was deployed to BosniaHerzegovina with the 10th Mountain Divi¬
sion from 1999-2000. Afterwards he served

as an infantry team leader for one year in
Iraq with the third Stryker Brigade Com¬
bat Team and Infantry Division. He has
been published in Poetry Daily, The Geor¬
gia Review, American War Poems: An An¬
thology, and Voices in Wartime Anthology
that was published in conjunction with a
feature-length documentary. His poems
from Here, Bullet, are currently taught at
West Point, and even replaced Beowulf
at the U.S. Airforce Academy. He cur¬
rently teaches a city college in California,
is working on a screenplay unrelated to
his poetry, and hopes to travel to China
and Russia. He hopes to experience the
world a bit more before he begins writing
again.
Joining the peace-time army just out
of college seemed like a good idea to
Turner, who was just newly married, and
wanted to pay back student loans. He de¬
scribed it as, “a quick way to set up a fam¬
ily.” When it finally came time for him to go
oversees, he was unsure of the choice he
had made, and as a result, experienced the
dilemma of whether to serve his country as
he had pledged to do, or go to prison. De¬
scended from a long military tradition in his
family, he consulted them. Perhaps not sur¬
prisingly, all of the veterans in his family are
against war. Yet, Turner chose to fully accept
the duty at hand.
It was while he was in Iraq that he wrote
the great majority of his work. One can pic¬
ture him quickly scribbling down notes, or as
he explains, staying up in, to the wee hours
of the night with a red light on so not to dis¬
turb his fellow sleeping soldiers while com¬
piling his now available book, "Here, Bullet"
for which the above poem is named. Soldiers
had e-mail access, so he would then mail his
poems back to an old teacher of his who got
them published in the Georgia Review. Now,
after just publishing his work, he waits to
see the reactions he will receive from fellow
soldiers who served in Iraq, especially those
who worked alongside him who have not
yet read his work. However Turner hopes for
the best and humbly claims, “My voice is not
unique. It’s the story of many Americans. It’s
the story of many Iraqis too.”
Gruesome images of war can be found
throughout his poems from grenades, miss¬

ing hands, blood and death. There is no
lack of emotional content in Turner’s works,
yet they are not sentimental, nor are they
anti-patriotic. Instead, they show the experi¬
ence of being a soldier: when the concept of
winning or losing becomes irrelevant, and
where the mission is only to be there for
each other-to perform at one’s best so that
everyone can go home. That was the mission
that Turner himself followed and knew that
his infantry could follow. Those soldiers that
came into the war with the mentality that
they wanted to “shoot someone in the face,”
a sentiment heard by Turner from fellow
soldiers, were forever changed when forced
with the reality of death. After spending time
there, Turner noted that no one ever said or
heard that again. Forever changed by his ex¬
perience, he said, “it should break your heart
to kill.”
Turner not only wrote poetry from a U.S.
soldier’s perspective, but also through the
eyes of Iraqis. Some of these include, "Into
the Elephant Grass," "Trowel" and "Kirkuk
Oilfield, 1927," even devoting a stanza of his
poem "2000 lbs." to an Iraqi suicide bomber.
Turner himself has a love and interest for
the culture and history of Iraq. In his poem
Caravan, he included an Old Iraqi proverb:
“No matter the barking of the dogs, the cara¬
van marches on.” Often, Turner would give
background information, or tell the story
behind the poem before delivering it, pro¬
viding more context for the audience, and
a sense that he could describe war in a way
that no one else could. This was true for his
poem "Eulogy," a tribute to his fellow soldier
PFC B. Miller, whose name was not men¬
tioned in the reading of those killed because
he did not die a soldier’s death. Just seven
months before being released from Iraq, the
23-year-old Miller committed suicide and
left a note too bloody to comprehend the
reasons why he did so. Other poems read
included Cole’s Guitar, What Every Soldier
Should Know, Caravan and AB Negative the
story of his army’s female cook, who was
killed by a roadside bomb.
His reading was followed by a discussion
of intent listeners who brought up past wars,
historical references, and the various menSee Veterans, page 12

on Life and Work
BEN LEBEAUX
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Adrianne Herman’s father left his family
so quickly that he didn’t stop to pack. While
still at home in Kansas City, Herman grew
up among her father’s effects - his clothes,
his toiletries, his empty suitcases. Signs of
her missing father lingered, perpetually re¬
minding her he was simultaneously here and
there, missing incompletely, haunting the
house, gone with a trace. Except when he
came home for the holidays, expecting both
a full meal and Herman’s mother to dutifully
wait on him. Which, to Herman’s chagrin,
she did.
For roughly two hours Monday evening,
Herman candidly displayed both her art and
her past, claiming that she was publicly dis¬
cussing her family history for the first time.
By simultaneously exhibiting both her ar¬
tistic and personal history, Herman allowed
each to comment on and contextualize one
another. This contextualization informed a
greater understanding of Herman’s art and
what purpose a specific piece may have
served for the artist herself.
Discussing various slides depicting the
oudines of suitcases, Herman commented
on her missing father. Punning on the psy¬
chological connotations of baggage, Her¬
man explained that the ghostly outlines of
the luggage represented an absence, one
she was unable to confront as the signs of
the missing persisted. Adding that while we
each carry our own baggage, the salience of
any individual’s baggage varies and that the
individual may not “reveal” the entirety of
that baggage. Yet baggage, as Herman uses
it, isn’t inherently negative: in yet another
slide the outlines of two suitcases overlap
and intersect. Herman explained that this
intersection alluded to a balanced, healthy
relationship, one in which both partners pre¬
sented their own and accepted the other’s
own psychological traumas.
See Herman, page 12
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Brown Inspired by Many Artistic Mediums
BEN LEBEAUX
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Monique J. Brown ’07 believes in im¬
pact. A resident of Montego Bay, Jamaica,
she aims her art and wills it to her target.
Her art takes several forms: a Biochemis¬
try major, Brown choreographs and dances,
sings in the school choir, plays piano, writes
and recites poetry, and has even begun to
act. Though she fires many shots, Brown
demands that every volley achieves its target
and transmits its message.
In dance, this demand necessitated a
new form of expression. Originally trained
in modern dance, Brown began dancing
while still in high school. While in a trio,
she won a national trophy during her time
at primary school. Brown has stayed with
dance because she “just loved doing it” and
couldn’t see herself not doing it.
Despite her work with dance, Brown re¬
alizes that this art form, especially modern
dance, is problematic.
“It can be abstract,” she admits, adding
that modern dance leaves “open spaces for
people to interpret.” While she values that
creative space arid even laughed when asked
if she was fruitfated With' niodtefn' 'darice's'
obscurity; Brown alii fe-kfizesihat^irhe ififi-'
ply “can’t behil dhfiJd;"' dah't >eiite!r irlti ’aMii-1
cussion with it or use those open spaces to
create their own meaning. Wanting people
to “get the message of the song,” she created
a form of dance she calls “interpretational.”
In modifying her medium, Brown hoped to
maximize her message’s impact by making
sure more people simply ‘got it.’
In choreographing a piece, Brown and
her longtime collaborator, Shawna-Kaye Les¬
ter ’08 begin with the song. “[We] choose
songs that have some meaning for us so that
when we dance we feel what we’re portray¬

Song-selection is obviously essential to
Brown’s “interpretational” process, a factor
she comments on in discussing her longtime
collaboration with Lester; the two approach
a given song with the same perspective and
share an immediate sense of the song’s mes¬
sage. Brown smiles when she says that
this shared knowledge makes the entire
process simply “easier” and claims that the
two have “less questions” for one one an¬
other in discussing a piece: the two can
nearly instantaneously evade the barriers
of interpretation and communicating those
interpretations.
Brown recalls that when she suggested
the duo perform Anthony B.’s “Damage” at
the parents weekend Cultural Extravagan¬
za Lester immediately agreed with the sug¬
gestion. Brown believes that Lester knew
at once what Brown had heard in the
song, knew at once what needed express¬
ing. More than finding something there,
the two succeeded in communicating with
their audience: “people got the message,”
Brown nods assuredly.
Brown’s approach to poetry mirrors
her approach to dance. She doesn’t do
things “just to do them;” instead she insists
on achieving some impact from her work,
be it poetry or dance. She began writing
poetry at the age of 10 when her dog died.
Her mother, who has had a “huge” role in
her life, suggested that Brown compile her
poetry, the blossoming poet regretfully ig¬
nored her mother’s advice and lost much
MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT of her early work.
As a biomedical student, Brown
Monique Brown '07 has been writing poetry
hopes to become a medical scientist, able
at the age of 10. She also dances, sings,
to research and work clinically. Should she
plays piano and acts.
achieve this position, Brown claims that it
would be a “joy” to impact still more lives,
maica she was always taught to think of her this time medically, claiming that while art
face as a part of the dance, to make sure that satisfies her healing a patient would offer a
“whole other level of impact.” When asked
her look portrayed the message of the song.

ing,” says Brown, noting that her own emo¬
tional reaction to a song will allow others to
sense it as well. After choosing a song, the
two then try to fit their movements as well
as facial and body expressions to the piece.
Brown commented that as a dancer in Ja-

how she plans on integrating her artistic and
scientific sides, she claims she does not know
quite yet, but that her “long term goals” artis¬
tically are to join a dance company and even
publish a collection of her own work.
Brown immediately attends to whatever
has motivated her: after achieving motivation
for writing she tries not to “delay” the writ¬
ing process. Choosing instead to engage in
a private form of expression, Brown instead
chooses to privately discuss the events and
feelings which compel her to write. Once
she begins, she knows she has finished a
piece when she is “satisfied” with it, when
she feels that she’s “completed a piece of
work.”
Though she initially prefers private ex¬
pression, Brown ultimately intends to read
her poetry aloud. Her use of rhyme predicts
this oral intent: she entices attention from
her audience by including a complicated
rhyme structure as well as by use of internal
rhyme, wherein words within a single line
rhyme with one another. Rhyme “keeps the
ear listening,” since she, once again alluding
to her need to impact her audience.
Many of Brown’s poems discuss a Hamlet-like inability to act. While paralysis could
result from a failed attempt to navigate
through and appease the various societal ex¬
pectations and boundaries, Brown’s poetry
frequently asserts commitment to a goal in
spite of those expectations and boundaries.
In her poem “The Game,” Brown urges her
reader to “fight hard and play that game,” to
even aim to succeed, in spite of whatever has
been placed in their way. Asked whether or
not she had taken her own advice, Brown
quietly pauses, considers and says “I try to.
I think so.” As long as Brown remains com¬
mitted to the attempt she will find that her
work not only influences her audience, but
that it impacts her as well.

Wal-Mart: Selling Your Soul for Cheap Underwear
New independent investigative film provides information about the retail giant's 'evil deeds'
RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
ARTS STAFF WRITER

The muckraking documentary, “Wal-Mart:
The High Cost of Low Price,” played to a
packed audience of Bates students, profes¬
sors, andcommunity members, in Pettengill’s
Keck Classroom. Exposing the negative im¬
pact Wal-Mart has on not only people in
America, but countries around the world,
the documentary left many aware of the
consequences of shopping at Wal-Mart. The
question is, will this prevent people who
have seen the documentary from going to
Wal-Mart? Rumor has it that the Wal-Mart
Superstore in Auburn is the second largest
in the United States. A good percentage of
the business that .Wal-Mart receives comes
from our campus. As Bates students, we
have a choice whether or not to shop there.
But what’s the big deal about Wal-Mart?
The documentary exposed the many
problems that come from supporting the re¬
tail monster that the film calls “the world’s
largest, richest and probably meanest
corporation.” The first big issue is the Mom
and Pop operations that are “crucified” by
Wal-Mart moving in to their area, leaving the
town looking like, as one resident explains,
“a neutron bomb hit it.” Some people, like
Don Hunter, a hardware store owner from
Middleton, Ohio, affected by the new WalMart in his town, claims that Wal-Mart has
an intent to come into communities and
force all the small businesses out by pro¬
viding one stop shopping, and thus work¬
ing as a monopoly. The documentary also
touches on the many employees who once
believed in the mission of Wal-Mart, but
have discovered the reality of working there.
Easily replaceable, Wal-Mart constantly

reduces the number of employees, and where soil bags were located outside on flats,
then asks their workers to work overtime where they could spread chemicals into the
without extra pay. This puts many workers Catawba River affecting the local drinking
in a difficult position, since they must keep water. Other weighty issues introduced in
their job in order to feed their families. Paying the film included the discrimination of black
workers only seven dollars an hour, without and female employees, as well as the lack of
providing medical insurance, leaves many security found outside Wal-Mart parking lots
families struggling to afford basic necessi¬ where many muggings, shootings and kid¬
nappings occur each year.
ties, and their money
When Bates students
ends up going right back
were asked why they chose
into the Wal-Mart system
to see the documentary,
when they receive their
there were many reasons.
paychecks. The film
Katie Conkling ’09 said, “I
points out that Wal-Mart
went to see the documen¬
encourages workers to
tary first of all because I
go on welfare, and have
am in New World Coalition
many employees who
and they are the club that
use Medicaid, WIC, and
sponsored the movie, so
food stamps to survive.
I went to help out. I also
Some workers go with¬
went because I thought it
out lunch during their
was going to be interesting
break to save money.
since so many people shop
The documentary also
at Wal-Mart and are always
discussed how greatly
praising it. Wal-Mart has al¬
affected the workers are
ways sounded too good to
abroad in countries such
be true.”
as China, Bangladesh
“I was very curious as
and Honduras. In China,
WALMARTMOVIE.COM
to the reasons people are
the film says, employees
are also forced to work long hours for very so against Wal-Mart," said Grif Peterson ’09low wages. Often living in Wal-Mart supplied “I’m aware that they could do more to en¬
dormitories, the cost for these facilities is tak¬ hance benefits for employees and the suck
en directly out of their paycheck. Wal-Mart small businesses dry, but I was curious if
factory workers are also instructed in the art there were any other reasons.”
Another student, Alexander ‘Zand’ Martin
of lying to inspectors who come to check
on the poor working conditions the employ¬ ’08, who said he already knew the problems
ees face each day, once again requesting behind shopping at Wal-Mart, had a different
that workers put a big smile on their face reason for attending the film.
“I already thought Wal-Mart was evil be¬
and fake it. Another issue pointed out in the
documentary is the negative impact that Wal- fore I saw the film, said Martin. “Much of the
Mart has on the environment. One example information presented is not new, but I was
is of a Wal-Mart in Belmont, North Carolina eager to see if the filmmakers could reproduce

the facts in such a way as to rationally inform
those who do not know about Wal-Mart’s
crimes and motivate them to take action.”
Erin Reed '08, one of the coordinators of
the New World Coalition, came across the
documentary over the summer and decided
to book it for a viewing at Bates, part of the
thousands of showings of the documentary
that are currently occurring all over the na¬
tion. For her, the campaign against Wal-Mart
is a personal one.
“During Short Term last year, I did a fi¬
nal project on Wal-Mart, because I was so
curious as to why so many people hated it,"
said Reed. "It was really shocking to see how
powerful and how corrupt they are, and I
wanted other people to know what they
were supporting by shopping at Wal-Mart. I
knew it was an issue that Bates kids would
be interested in, if they only knew about it.
"Talking to the Wal," a documentary about
Wal-Mart, had a good turnout last year, but
didn’t turn into a campaign. This year, sev¬
eral people have signed up to be involved
in Wal-Mart awareness-raising on campus, so
more events will be happening, because it’s
an issue Bates students need to be aware of,
since as a campus, we spend millions at the
Wal-Mart here. Bates students spend huge
amounts of money at the Auburn Wal-Mart,
without even thinking about it, and hope¬
fully now they will be more likely to spend
their money at local businesses that really
could use their support. Bates kids have
huge spending power in Lewiston-Auburn,
and it’s a shame that more is not done to get
them downtown, shopping at all the great
local stores, instead of just shuttling us to ev¬
ery big chain store in the area. The Alterna¬
tives to Wal-Mart guide, in conjunction with
the Environmental Coalition’s Walking Map
See Wal-Mart, page 12
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Marc Jacobs Leads the Plunge Back to Grunge Reception Honors
KENDALL HERBST
FASHION COLUMNIST

In many ways, Marc Jacobs resembles
a slightly jaded college student. At 42, his
trendy plastic eyeglasses, scuffed sneakers,
unkept hair and basic blue Oxford shirts
promote a youthful, casual, almost self-con¬
scious image. As he confides in New York
Magazine, Jacobs yearns to fall in “operatic
love,” weary of “hook[ing] up with someone
for a wild time.” Undoubtedly, many col¬
lege students can relate to his destructive
relationship with drugs and alcohol. “It’s a
cliche, but when I drank I was taller, funni¬
er, smarter, cooler,” Jacobs concedes sheep¬
ishly. In the late 1990’s, even his work ethic
began to suffer. “I would come into work
and fall straight to sleep, and then I would
tell everyone to come in on Saturday...and
I wouldn’t show up.” Now clean and sober
for six years, Jacobs has thoroughly cen¬
tered himself, reflecting on his “experimen¬
tal days” as a “punk kid” or a “New Wave
kid” at New York City’s Mudd Club. All of
these adopted facades reduce to essentially
forced attempts of “posing and feeling like I
was in.” Nowadays, Jacobs currently seems
to relish his slight discomfort and his unas¬
suming persona. “Awkwardness gives me
great comfort. I’ve never been cool, but I’ve
felt cool. I’ve been in the cool place, but I
wasn’t really cool-I was trying to pass for hip
or cool. It’s the awkwardness that’s nice.”
And it’s this awkwardness yet simulta¬
neous utter confidence that Jacobs blends
as he coyly champions Fashion’s movement
back toward grunge, a move he instigated in
1992 to mixed reviews. In 1988, Perry Ellis
hired Jacobs as creative director, thanks in
part to the heavy praise from earned from

Anna Wintour and the buyers at Bergdorf
Goodman. In the same year that the CFDA,
Council of Fashion Designers of Amer¬
ica, named Jacobs the prestigious
Womenswear Designer of the Year,
Jacobs’s grunge Spring collection mo¬
nopolized much of the season’s at¬
tention. Saturated with a deluge
of crocheted skullcaps, flannel
shirts, loose sweaters and plaid
skirts, it was a risky and irrev¬
erent direction to take. New
York Magazine writer Amy
Larocea clarifies that this “land¬
mark collection” was compel¬
ling theoretically; however,
Perry Ellis “executives weren’t
convinced women would pay
a lot of money” for clothes
that, as Jacobs explains, were
“a little fucked-up.” Conse¬
quently, this experimental
collection largely instigated
his termination at Perry Ellis.
Ever since, Jacobs has notably
distanced himself from his mem¬
orable grunge phase, indulging in
the overtly refined and feminine.
His Marc Jacobs and Marc by Marc
Jacobs lines burst with sweet par¬
ty dresses, tulip skirts, pastel maryjane heels, prim blouses and bow
detailing. In his Spring 2004 show,
Jacobs even successfully diffused
Gisele’s trademark bombshell image;
the first model out on the runway, she
wore a basic white shirt and loose
fitting, cropped trousers. However,
while these simple clothes might suit
Gisele’s alarmingly mediocre physique,
on others Marc Jacobs’s clothes can danger¬
ously disintegrate into dowdy. Larocca goes

on to explain that “without the right wink,”
these ensembles could leave a girl looking a
“bit like Mrs. Doubtfire.” Jacobs’s clothes
demand one embrace the awkwardness,
the satire, the grin implicit in all of the
garments. And like Jacobs’s own life
story, it’s this acceptance that uncovers
the self-assurance and grace beneath.
Also buried below, the seeds of
a grunge re-birth are subtly embed¬
ded inside these otherwise tart col¬
lections. His Spring 2004 catwalk
situated itself with “references to
Ellis” in “menswear tailored linen
trousers” and wrapping cardigans
(style.com). In Fall 2005, Jacobs
incorporated slouchy stripped
sweaters and knit caps. And in
his latest collection, a darker pal¬
let signaled a return to fashion’s
grittier side. According to Style,
com writer Nicole Phelps, it
was a collection for the trou¬
bled yet devastatingly charis¬
matic schoolgirl that “smoke[s] in
the bathroom.” Most explicitly, Ja¬
cobs infused grunge into the col¬
lection with his musical opener, the
Penn State Blue Band performing
NftlMM^&iells'Lllfc? ipyirf S^ifit.”
It was the fifth time he’s used this
anthem in his runway show. And if
there’s anyone in Fashion who can
nally resolve just what the grungy,
angst-ridden, teen spirit actually
smells like, it’s Jacobs. So here we
are now Marc, entertain us. Enter¬
tain us with a long-awaited return
to grunge fashion.

Record Companies Turn To Gimmicks as Profits Fall
BERNIE HERLYN
MUSIC COLUMNIST

Businesses love gimmicks. They are a
marketing tool that can turn lackluster sales
into large profits. The music industry has
duly noted the power of the almighty gim¬
mick, but the question remains: are they re¬
ally just taking a step backwards?
A significant reason gimmicks work so
well is because they are an immediate draw
for consumers, and for the companies to
make a fast buck. Record companies are ab¬
solutely desperate now to raise profits, and
they see these quick fixes as a way out. And
that is exactly what these gimmicks are: a
quick fix. They are like a Band-Aid that cov¬
ers up the damage and injury underneath it.
It is no secret that the music industry needs
a pretty big Band-Aid to hide their damage
right now. CD sales are down 8.5 percent
this year, and things are not looking up.
How low have the record companies
gone, exactly? Try ringtones, perfumes, figu¬
rines, nightclub ventures, reissues of albums
released only months before...the list goes
on. Is anyone really going to pay $16.99 for
a special edition of 50 Cent’s “The Massacre”
or a new version of The Killers’ “Hot Fuss,”
just for a few extra tracks or videos? Most
people who would buy their albums prob¬
ably have them already, and only the most
die-hard of fans would be willing to pay for
a few extras.
You cannot fault the industry for trying to
save themselves. The situation must be very
dire indeed to stoop to such levels. The mu¬
sic industry needs to realize that what they
are doing is like trying to heal broken bones
with some ointment. High prices are driving
fans away from the record stores to online
music stores such as iTunes or, even worse,
to file sharing programs such as Ares.
The recent introduction of copy-pro¬

tected CDs by labels Sony BMG and EMI
Music has sparked a harsh backlash from
fans and even the bands themselves. These
copy-protection technologies are incompat¬
ible with the ever-popular iPod, preventing
consumers from transferring their CDs. to
their music players. Many fans have sim¬
ply decided to not buy copy-protected CDs.
Bands such as the Dave Matthews Band and
Switchfoot have publicly apologized to their
fans for what their labels have done, and in
some instances the labels have expressed
guilt as well.
In cultivating this guilt-ridden relation¬
ship with consumers, record labels are alien¬
ating them. The record companies are sim¬
ply not giving the music fan what they want:
quality music and reasonable prices. Few
people are willing to pay upwards of $19 for
a CD, especially when it only contains a few
good tracks. Say what you want about mu¬
sic critics, but how many records that have
been in the top 40 in the past year will end
up on their “best of 2005” lists? Not many.
This points to a fickle industry so bent on
that one song that will make them a profit,
and if it does not, then of course selling ringtones or inking a deal with Estee Lauder is
obviously the next best thing.
No one can claim to have the ultimate
solution to the music industry’s woes, but a
complete shift in tactics is a necessity. The
industry’s marketing gimmicks and copy¬
protection needs to go. EMI Music recently
paid Korn $15 million for a portion of all of
the band’s revenues. That is all well and
good, but how far will that take them? The
label will earn some profits for the band’s
upcoming tour, and that is all. How will that
help them five years from now, or even fif¬
teen years from now?
The music industry should look to in¬
dependent labels and use their success as a
model. Indie labels do not have to answer

to a CEO who will claim a significant portion
of an artist’s revenues. A typical band on a
major label earns around one dollar per CD,
but on an indie label the amount is much
higher. The quality of the music is higher
too, as more independent or “underground”
artists are thriving without having to contend
with a domineering boss. They do not use
gimmicks because they do not need to: their
music speaks for itself. In the image-driven
music industry, how many top-selling artists
can truly say that?
Thankfully, some major labels have real¬
ized that using the indie label is the next
step in maintaining prosperity for years, not
months. The most prominent example has
come from none other than Def Jam presi¬
dent and CEO Jay-Z. The rapper recently
told Billboard about the creation of Def Jam
Left, a label he characterizes as “an artistdriven label with very low deals so people
are not pressured by first-week SoundScan
[sales], so we can build artists.” His first sign¬
ing was the Roots, one of the most-respected
hip hop groups of all time. They have done
consistently well but have never gotten their
big break.
Some would be fearful that bringing in¬
die bands to a major label would make them
“sell-out,” but given the right environment
(such as Def Jam Left), many would flourish.
Not only would this drive up profits for the
music industry in a largely untapped market,
but it would also mark the return of higher
quality music to the mainstream. For every
acclaimed commercial artist, there are ten
largely unknown artists who are just as good
if not better. It is only a matter of time be¬
fore Jay-Z’s bold move catches on to the rest
of the major labels. Hopefully that time will
come sooner rather than later. And please,
no more gimmicks.

Publication of
Professor Rand's
New Book
ALEXANDRA KELLY
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Professor Erica Rand recently welcomed
guests to a reception in honor of the pub¬
lication of her new book, The Ellis Island
Snow Globe (Duke University Press 2005),
available in the College bookstore. The re¬
ception, hosted by the Multicultural Center,
was Nov. 16, and let students, faculty, and
friends extend their congratulations and pur¬
chase signed copies of the book.
The Ellis Island Snow Globe is a John
Hope Franklin Center Book, one of four
published each year by Duke University
Press under that imprint. All of these must
relate to the theme of Duke Faculty Semi¬
nars, and are chosen by the Duke Univer¬
sity Press, faculty Board: of Advisors and the
Seminar Fellows.. The book “combines the
ideas of tourijiip, infimigration, history, sexu¬
ality, race, ethnicity, commodity, culture and
global capitalism” through looks at “kitschy”
items like her snow globe, which features
the image of a father, mother, and child.
Rand’s initial inspiration for the book
came on a 1997 trip to Ellis Island. Her date
promised to buy her a snow globe at the gift
shop, and when she laughingly replied that
she didn’t think there would be anything so
trite in a place with such a serious history,
they made a bet. In fact, there were snow
globes in the gift shop, along with back
scratchers, pens, lighters and golf balls.
She began the project in 1999, originally
intending it as a look at the idea of gift shops
in general and how they fit into the historic
places of which they have become an in¬
escapable part. However, in her research
regarding Ellis Island, the project evolved
into an examination of not only the com¬
mercialization of the site but also the side
of Ellis Island that is not displayed as well
in the museum: sexuality and race and how
individuals were treated because of these in
their entry into America.
Most of Rand’s research was in libraries,
searching through records, books and maga¬
zines, but it also included more than 50 trips
to Ellis Island itself, to “eavesdrop” on the
conversations of the other tourists around
her. Listening to these gave her anecdotes
and evidence of the general impression giv¬
en by the museum. She then uses these in
the book to “explore which heritages are dis¬
played and how.”
Rand does not intend to assign the book
in her own classes, feeling that it would be
unfair to ask students to critique their profes¬
sor’s work for a grade, but says, “I’d like to
hear from students who have read it in other
contexts.”
Rand is a professor of Art & Visual Cul¬
ture and chair of the Women and Gender
Studies program at Bates. The Ellis Island
Snow Globe is her second book, following
Barbie’s Queer Accessories (Duke University
Press 1995). She teaches classes on contem¬
porary culture with a focus on sexuality, race
and gender, especially trans sexualities and
genders. She serves on the editorial board
of the journal Radical Teacher and is current¬
ly writing an essay on “Thinking Through
Lube” and developing a project on gender at
the ice rink and in everyday life.
Ellis Island was the entry point for thou¬
sands of immigrants, mostly from Europe,
between 1892 and 1954. It was made a part
of the Statue of Liberty National Monument
in 1965 and, after renovations, re-opened to
the public as a museum in 1990. In addi¬
tion to the souvenirs analyzed by Rand, the
gift shop also offers keychains, magnets, or¬
naments, collectible dolls, and “Immigrant
Bobble Heads.”
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Veterans Confront
Violence of War
Through Poetry

Editor's Website Pick of the Week

New Internet Love, Everyday
‘Mezzo’ is a two-and-a-half-year-old patched tabby cat. She was raised in
Orange, Mass., and is described as "very affectionate." A few years back, she
had a harrowing fight with an aggressive dog that left poor Mezzo in critical
condition. Thankfully, several trips to the vet and a miracle later, Mezzo is
okay. However, the incident left her a little shaken, and her owner now be¬
lieves it to be the source of her initial shyness around other animals. As you
may have guessed, Mezzo isn’t my cat. But for today, thanks to CatoftheDay.
com, she’s all mine.
CatoftheDay.com features a new cat, everyday. Due to CatoftheDay’s over¬
whelming popularity, the site’s creators, Karen and Paul Watts, opened two
sister sites: PetoftheDay.com and DogoftheDay.com. Each website has daily
updates featuring a different pet, selected from a vast pool of applicants
around the world. Each one comes with vital stats, a descriptive essay, and, of
course, a giant heartwarming photo of the loveable animal.
New additions to the site include a blog where you can express your ador¬
ing feelings about today’s pet. Or, you could just vote on the daily pet-pole
and find out what other people think about such hot topics as “do you give
you pet a big hug goodnight?” (In which 71% of respondents currently say
‘yes’.)
This site is perfect for anyone forced into animal solitude due to the
college’s strict ‘no pets’ policy. Or, even if you blessed with a pet, you can
browse the site and look/love every animal lucky enough to be selected. For
more information on how to get your pet selected, or what animals are eli¬
gible, please visit CatoftheDay.Com.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

CATOFTHEDAY.COM
Aurora, a two-year-old Sphnyx was selected as the
Nov. 2 Cat of the Day. Congratulations Aurora!

talities of war. Turner was happy to have a
dialogue about a topic of which he is deeply
concerned. Reading to Bowdoin the night
before, and continuing on to University of
Maine, Farmington, his works will reach
many others. If interested in reading more
of Turner’s works, his book will be available
in the Bates Bookstore soon. Some of his
poems are also accessible online at www.
fishhousepoems.org. When asked in an in¬
terview with Alice James Books to make
sense of all of his unanswered questions he
said, “history may prove me wrong, but at
this point in time I cannot say that the lives
lost have been worth the cost.”

-Patrick Lavender, Arts Layout Editor

Herman Takes Art to the Streets
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Though using her past to influence her
present art, Herman also explores postmod¬
ern themes: Herman first discussed a project
wherein she took souvenir plastic plates of
Maine lighthouses and then visited the ac¬
tual lighthouse and photographed a pair of
hands holding up the plate over the actual
scene. Herman received her first plate from
her mother, who bought it in Florida, and
wiyly observes that the plate was made in
China. Noting the country of origin and state
where acquired, Herman uses the plate’s dis¬
tant geographic removal from the depicted
scene’s actual location to comment on the
“different stages removed from authentic
experience.” By taking her initial photo¬
graphs, printing them on to new plates, then
returning yet again to the original location
and repeating the process, Herman moves
so far away from “authentic experience” that
she “begins to forget what [an} authentic ex¬
perience is.” Herman uses these series of

re-reproduced souvenir scenes to comment
on, but not to critique, the current American
‘postcard-checklist’ mentality of sightseeing,
suggesting that perhaps this objectivejaased
type of tourism has become the “American
authentic experience.”
Herman’s deconstruction of assumed
‘truths’ continues: by using plates, Herman
explores the collapse between ‘high art’ and
‘mainstream’ by forcing the viewer to decide
between the two polarities. By working with
functional objects, such as plates Herman
securely plants one foot in the discourse of
‘high-art’ and the other in functionality where
'mainstream' she claims tends to “rest.” Her¬
man returned to this imposed decision later
in her lecture; while discussing images she
produced in chewing gum, Herman said that
she enjoys working with edible medium as
to compel the viewer to decide whether to
“eat or not eat the” piece and resolve wheth¬
er it’s “art or not art.”
Indeed, Herman continued to develop
this theme of imposing choices or simple in¬

teraction with her art onto her viewer. She
mocked the stereotypical museum attendee,
frequently aping the typical aloof art aficio¬
nado by leaning back pensively and rubbing
her chin. Wanting to “break down” the “mu¬
seum don’t-touch-that mentality," Herman
invites her viewers to physically interact with
her art. Herman encourages this interaction
by giving free “Eye Candy Samplers” to her
audience, or temporary tattoos which look
as if “they’re being drawn and erased at the
same time,” or instead just by putting her
work on a shelf or a cart. Herman believes
that simply touching a piece might engen¬
der a more developed connection between
object and viewer or an enhanced effort to
interpret the work.
Herman completely upends the museum’s
authority by taking her art to the streets, or,
as it may be, to the van: while still in Kansas
City Herman stocked an old Winnebago with
her own and her students’ art. After advertis¬
ing heavily and driving to specified locations,
Herman found that crowds were waiting for

the van to arrive so that they could buy the
various works for prices ranging from under
a dollar to just over twenty dollars. Herman
has found that with enough “energy and en¬
thusiasm” she can breed eagerness in her
audience “even if it’s just a regular old art
show,” she says. And while this eagerness
can certainly lead to monetary gain, and
though Herman wants to empower artists to
make a living from their art, the exchange of
money for art touches her in other ways than
the financial: “someone cares enough [about
a work of art] to become the steward of a
piece” she says.
Sentiment, not sales, grounds Herman’s
art. Whether through the cerebral examina¬
tion of postmodern themes or the possibil¬
ity of acknowledging and perhaps healing
past traumas, at heart Herman remains one
of those children she described waiting for
and finally spotting the art-laden Winneba¬
go, jumping and screaming, elated at the ap¬
proach of something so compelling.

Wal-Mart Documentary Confronts
Heavy Cost of Cheap Products

Cofrie Leads Choir and
Orchestra in Perfomance

to rile people up leave the audience feeling
angry, but instead, this film left you with a
feeling of sadness and bewildered disillu¬
of Lewiston, is just the start."
So the real question is, will this documen¬ sionment. This is because instead of using
tary prevent those who see it from contribut¬ academics, economists and journalists, the
ing to this corporate giant? Students at Bates people being interviewed are regular people
say that it will. Conkling ’09 states, “I don’t who have been affected by Wal-Mart, rang¬
think that it is necessary to shop at Wal-Mart ing from small business owners to former
so it isn’t going to be a major deal not to shop employees. The use of actual Wal-Mart com¬
there... so no I am not going to shop there mercials juxtaposed with negative statistics
about Wal-Mart, were cause for
in the future because there are
humorous moments throughout
too many ways to get around
the documentary, as well as the
it.” Grif Peterson '09 agrees, but
clip of Jon Stewart. There were
for his own reasons saying, “I
also very heartrending moments
don’t like Wal-Mart. They of¬
as well, especially when past em¬
fer low quality and unhelpful
ployees were crying about the
service, which is why I believe
hardships that Wal-Mart imposed
that Wal-Mart can’t fully take
on them, and the discrimination
over towns if there are busi¬
that black and female employ¬
nesses worth saving. I’m sure
all the people protesting against WALMARTMOVIE.COM ees were subject to in their time
spent at Wal-Mart. This powerful
Wal-Mart shop there. Generally
documentary may just make you
people like to talk but not act. If people con¬
tinued to shop at the family stores they loved think twice the next time you need to pick
then obviously, the business would stay up some hunting gear, food for the cat you’re
open. I know that all sounds kind of idealis¬ hiding in your room, or that Furby you’ve al¬
tic, but there seems to be a heavy reliance on ways wanted. If you didn’t get a chance to
Wal-Mart when there still are other options.” witness the evils of Wal-Mart, there will be
With a turnout of over 300 people, many another showing again after Thanksgiving
were interested in the impact Wal-Mart has break, and eventually be in the library for
on our lives. Many documentaries intended future viewing.

drastically from movement to movement.
“Lux Aeterna” began with moodily, tense¬
ly, and softly as the buzzing strings created
solo danced in and about the orchestra’s pressure. The eighty-voiced choir somehow
controlled but ever-present support.
restrained their volume and entered tacitly
The oboists and cellists began the third on a breathy chord that eventually split into
movement: the low, quirky-sounding instru¬ four individual and moving voices which all
ments established an old, ironic sound which eventually reunited harmoniously yet again.
was eventually juxtaposed by Kelly Rizoli’s, In an a cappella section, the tenor voices
’09, soprano solo. Rizoli’s youthful, mellif¬
created an ethereal
luous solo played well
feeling as the singers
against the older, gentle
“Magnificat’s” dis¬
floated to the very
voice of the instruments
of their ranges.
crete movements, each tops “Lux
until the sudden, rapid
Aeterna’s”
and rushing explosion
Latin chants moved
possessing
its
own
of voices greeted the
skyward throughout
soloists as the full or¬
emotive identity, con¬
each of the song’s
chestra churned beneath
trasted against the con¬ five movements, rep¬
the hurrying choir. The
resenting a profound
piece ended on a thick,
tinuous “Lux Aeterna...” religious gratitude.
open chord which CorThe lulling, soft, safe
rie let ring off the walls
and fireside feel of
of the concert hall by holding the group rig¬ the composition enveloped the audience
idly in place between movements.
who stood applauding at the composition’s
While “Magnificat” received many solo end.
Both the audience members and
contributions from movement to movement,
musicians felt the warm, gentle, harmoni¬
Corrie used the entire choir throughout “Lux ously-coordinated chords of “Lux Aeterna,”
Aeterna.” “Magnificat’s” discrete movements, composed of voices singing of light in the
each possessing its own emotive identity, ever-darkening days of December reverber¬
contrasted against continuous “Lux Aeterna,” ate within and without.
whose emotional feel changed suddenly and

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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Senior Spotlight: Dan Johnson
Star Harrier, Nordic Skier Turns in All-American Performance at XC Nationals
JESSIE SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

At Nationals on Saturday, Nov. 19 at
Ohio Wesleyan University, men’s cross
country captain Dan Johnson ’06 ap¬
proached the starting line with a combina¬
tion of nerves and confidence, a lone Bob¬
cat representing his pack in contention for
the All-American title.
Prior to the meet, Coach A1 Fereshetian gave Johnson some words of advice.
“I told him that he needed to have faith.
Faith in his abilities, faith in his prepara¬
tion, faith in his experiences over the sea¬
son and his entire career. Most impor¬
tantly, he needed to have faith that goes
beyond hope and desire and to become a
real personal possession, a conviction and
a confidence that was unshakable.”
All season, Johnson had worked to¬
ward Nationals meeting, hoping to place
in the top 35, which would qualify him as
an All-American. He was just short of at¬
taining an All-American title at last year’s
Nationals, where he placed 48th. This
year, approaching the big day, Fereshetian
was convinced Johnson not only had the
ability to finish in the top 35, but also in
the top 15.
At the starting line, Johnson had a top
15 vision, wanting to merit the All-Ameri¬
can title in honor of his grandfather, who
passed away earlier this year. “I wanted to
do well not for myself, but in his memory.
He was always proud of my running and
has always been an important factor in my
life.”
With the cream of the crop lining the
start and a tough course ahead, achiev¬
ing All-American status would be no easy
feat. With Fereshetian’s words brewing in
Johnson’s mind, his goals in sight, and his
preparation at a prime level, the Bobcat
clawed his way across the course.
Johnson clenched a top 15 slot, placing
13th with a time of 25:54. Neal Holtschulte
’06 of Williams College won overall with
a time of 25:13- According to Fereshetian,
Johnson’s performance was “outstanding,
sensational, impressive and a privilege to
watch.”
Describing his experience as a runner,
Johnson said, “Running is tough and no
matter what happens in a race, it is going
to get harder, never easier. You just gotta
push through the pain.”

Photo Courtesy of Al Fereshetian

Reflecting on Johnson’s season, Fe¬
reshetian commented, “He was remarkably
consistent all year. His performances nev¬
er varied very much. If I were to evaluate
his efforts on a 1-10 scale he was between
9.5 and 10 all year.”
“I was just glad to be running Divi-

ALL-NESCAC Athletes

sion III and when I first started running at
Bates, my goal was just to get on varsity,
small steps,” said Johnson.
Dan has progressed a lot since his
freshman year, more than any runners with
which Fereshetian ever worked. Though
he recognized talent in Johnson, Fereshet¬

ian did not initially expect Johnson to be
an All-American runner. After the alumni
meet his freshman year, Johnson was out
most of the season with injuries. How¬
ever, he bounced back toward the end of
the season, finishing as Bates’ sixth man at
NESCAC, placing 47th overall.
The story was the same his sophomore
year, again out with injuries early in the
season. But, he was back in tip top shape
for NESCAC championships, as well as for
the ECAC Championships where he placed
2nd overall.
“As junior he began to develop the
consistency that would become his trade¬
mark this year,” said Fereshetian. Last
year, Johnson won the State of Maine title
against tough competition, maintaining
the position of top runner for Bates the
remainder of the season, earning All-New
England honors and competing in Nation¬
als.
“His senior campaign has been
remarkable. Every workout built on the
previous pne. Every race got him more
and rgorl ready to 4om)5ete at the highest
tevet. •'As-the races %ot'ttgge'r his perfor¬
mances got better,” commented Fereshet¬
ian.
Alter college, Johnson does not plan
on running much more, other than for
recreation, fun and exercise. His future
plans include graduate school, and pos¬
sibly medical school.
Upon Johnson’s graduation in the
spring, Fereshetian will most miss his
confident expectation. “He believed even
when others did not. There is a beautiful
naivete about ‘Little Dan’ that makes him
special. But don’t let him fool you. He is
an intensely driven individual who refuses
to back down from a challenge.”
Johnson leaves his cross country team
with the following words of advice: “For
the younger class years, I just want to say
the usual. Put your mind to it and you can
do anything. Another important thing.
Four years, although it sounds long, it is
not. Enjoy every minute you have at col¬
lege and make the best out of each day.
Always think positively.”
Johnson’s athletic days do not end
here, as he will be competing in Nordic
skiing this winter and in outdoor track
in the spring, where he will once again
be a contender for an All-American title.

NESCAC All-Academic

Men's Cross-Country

Men's Soccer

Anthony Arger '06

Megan Petry '07

First Team
Dan Johnson '06

First Team
Terence O'Connell '06
David Shear '06

Jake Berkowitz '06

Marcia Reinauer '06

Mary Bucci '07

Kyle Rushton '08

Second Team
Brent Morin '08

Katherine Forrester '07

Liz Santy '06

Sarah Gips '07

Elizabeth Scannell '07

Samuel Haaz '06

David Shear '06

Megan Hamilton '06

Kim Whipkey '06

Meghan Hellieson '06

Emily Williams '07

Field Hockey
Second Team
Brooke Anable '06
Football
First Team
Terence Ryan '07
Second Team
Dave Bodger '06
Dylan MacNamera '07
John Pambianchi '06

Women's Soccer
First Team
Kim Alexander '07
Meg Coffin '07
Molly Wagner '08

Kathryn Moore '07
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Men's Hockey starts
Season Undefeated
MAC KING
STAFF WRITER

As the division three fall athletic season
has at last drawn to a close, Thanksgiving
has passed us by, and the temperature hasn’t
ventured above 35 in a week and a half, we
have much to look forward to and be thank¬
ful for. The Christmas season fast approaches,
ski resorts have opened their lifts, and the time
of year where we gather with loved ones to
celebrate family, food and the hearth is at last
upon us. In addition, we should be thankful
for sick flow, gong shows, ankle breaking dekes, shots that go five-hole and the return of
hockey season.
The men’s hockey team opened up their
season several weeks ago with an impressive
3-1 victory over Northeastern, and haven’t
slowed down since. Captain Matt Gerety’s ’06
juggernaut has steamrolled the competition,
in an act one can only relate to the needless
slaughter of the Great American Buffalo. “Our
team right now is looking as good as it has
in years and we are excited about that” said
Gerety. “We skate faster/shoot1 harddr and play
with more h£a*rf and dfhnink than
team I
have seen in somfe time.”
‘ ' " 'r I r' •

The team relies heavilyon the leadership of
Gerety, coach Tom Leblond and fellow seniors,
defensemen Donovan Driscoll ’06 and forward
Mark Osborne ’06. With the seniors at the
helm, the team hopes to sculpt the raw talent
of an impressive freshman class and guide the
team to victory. The Bobcats boast a duo of
freshman goalies, who have played outstand¬
ingly thus far. The tag team of Ryan Rollo ’09
and Andrew Wyman ’09 has dominated their
opponents, impressing some of the older play¬
ers on the team. Said captain Gerety “I’ve never
seen anything like it, I can’t even score on them
in practice. They are so good; I like to call them
“The Riders of Brohan.’”
The team has bettered their record to a per¬
fect 6-0 on the year and has high hopes for
the season to come. Offensive power-house
Osborne has picked up right where he left off
last season scoring and scoring often. Juniors
Craig Blake ’07 and Carl Noblitt ’07 have also
contributed to the Bobcat offensive barrage, as
have greenhorns Chase Castner ’09 and Mark
deljuidice ’09- Other highlights include 4-2,
and 4-1 victories against Westfield State and
Coast Guard, respectively.
t li J I re ;;i if:/. « 1 v ) t .
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Beckett is No Clemens
NATE PURINTON
STAFF WRITER

Josh Beckett: The Next Clemens?
Last week, the Red Sox traded for 6’4”
right-handed flamethrower, Josh Beckett,
for a couple of prospects, one of which was
Hanley Ramirez, the highly-touted shortstop
who lacked a future in Boston due to the
signing of Edgar Renteria last year.
The Red Sox front office, sans a general
manager, pulled off quite a savvy maneuver
in acquiring the 25-year old ace with a ton
of potential. They only had to take on Mike
Lowell and the burden of his $18 million con¬
tract over the next two seasons. The scrub of
a third-baseman somehow managed to win
a Gold Glove this year with the Marlins, but
his hitting has fallen off dramatically, conve¬
niently coinciding with the implementation
of the steroid testing program. The centerpiece of the deal is Beckett, whom Red Sox
fans hope will become the dominant starter
that Curt Schilling used to be.
The arrival of Beckett in Boston has many
commentators comparing him to Roger Cle¬
mens. Even Bill Simmons, Mr. Boston, could
not resist mentioning Beckett in the same
breath as the Rocket. “The Red Sox finally
replaced him [Clemens] with another hardthrowing Texan who wears 21. Perfect.”

Simmons forgot to mention that they share
the same height. Unfortunately for Sox fans,
the similarities stop there, unrelated to ac¬
complishments on the mound.
Don’t get me wrong; Beckett’s talent is
unmistakable. He was dominant during the
2003 MLB Playoffs, pitching two complete
game shutouts. One of those gems came in
the World Series against the Yankees, clinch¬
ing the World Series for the Marlins and earn¬
ing him the Most Valuable Player award.
However, the rest of his career hardly
indicates greatness. When compared to Cle¬
mens, his numbers look paltry. By the end
of his fourth season in the majors, Clemens
had already collected a Cy Young award and
posted 60 wins with 694 strikeouts. Beckett,
on the other hand, won 39 games and struck
out 583 batters. Clemens’ career Earned Run
Average, 3.12, nearly matches Beckett’s best
single season ERA of 3-04.
These facts obviously favor the first-bal¬
lot hall-of-famer Clemens, but Beckett’s tal¬
ent should not be overlooked. His ability to
pitch in the big game, as evidenced in 2003,
is an asset the Red Sox sorely missed last
year. If Beckett can stay healthy and pitch to
his potential, his win total will quickly climb.
As will the number of ignorant Red Sox fans
comparing him to Roger Clemens.

Men's Basketball
Off to 5-2 Start
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

team was outrebounded 40-31.
The USM contest was also close, 77-68,
with the Bobcats and Huskies effectively
matching each other in important team sta¬
tistics like rebounds and assist-turnover ratio.
What ultimately swung the game to USM was
accuracy, as the Huskies hit 45% from the
field, 46% from behind the three-point stripe,
as compared to Bates’ 37% and 18%, respec¬
tively.
“We started the season off great with two
very strong showings in the ECSU tourney,
and then the injuries to John and Eric set us
back for our games vs. Endicott and USM,
where we played very hard but we didn’t ex¬
ecute well,” said Reilly.
The Bobcats’ lone home game to date
was a 97-68 dismantling of Thomas College.
Bates shot 45% from the floor, 42% from
three’s, and outrebounded Thomas 52-33The game, out of reach for the Terriers by
early in the second half, allowed many of the
Bobcats' bench players to play considerable
minutes.
Scott Place ’09 showed a sharp eye, hitting
on 3-7 three-pointers and tallying 15 points in
14 minutes. Halloran had eight points, while
Sam Taylor ’07, the team’s first man off the

bench in the frontcourt, led Bates with eight
rebounds and shot 4-5 for nine points. Ben
Thayer ’09, Damon McGinn ’07 and crowd
favorite Anthony Begon ’08—who received
boisterous ovation whenever he was involved
in the play—all contributed solid minutes.
Looking ahead, the Bobcats take on Bowdoin tonight at home in the team’s first game
against a NESCAC opponent this year. The
game will not affect either team’s NESCAC
conference records, however, as Bowdoin,
Colby and Bates all play each other twice a
year due to proximity, with only one counting
toward the conference record. Nonetheless,
it proves to be an important test for the Bob¬
cats, who primarily have faced teams that any
NESCAC team would defeat.
“Bowdoin has only one loss and it
should be a great game,” said Reilly. “We
just played four games in six days so we
are catching our breath for a day before we
prepare.”
Bowdoin is 6-1 entering the contest, and
has defeated the only shared opponent be¬
tween the two—USM—by the score of 8071. Andrew Hippert and Kyle Petrie lead the
team with 14.6 ppg apiece; Petrie is the top
rebounder with 7.1 rpg.
Game time is 7 p.m., tonight in Alumni
Gymnasium.

Sarah Beck/ THE BATES STUDENT
Rob Stockwell '07 attempts a putback during Bates' 97-68 win over Thomas College

Coffin's Return, Whiting's Play Sparks Tournament Win
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Bates’ possession of the ball, with five blocks,
five steals and ten rebounds. “Annie was a
bright spot on defense, always pressuring the
opponent, getting several deflections and help¬
ing her teammates who had been beaten off
the dribble,” said Murphy. He commented that
the defense still needed improvement in order
for the team to be stronger.
“Winning our first home game was great,
and we hope to go undefeated at home once
again,” stated Murphy.
Dec. 3rd, the Bobcat women traveled to
Williamstown, Mass, to play in the Williams
tournament. Bates played Worcester State in
the opening round, beating them 81-57. Coffin
made her presence known, scoring 21 points
and snatching ten rebounds.

Dec. 4th, Bates was crowned the victor on
the Williams court, winning the championship
against Williams 78-64. Bates made over 59%
of its shots, Coffin contributing 17 points, Bar¬
ton scoring 5 points, and Beckwith bucketing
19 points. Whiting merited the impressive title
of Williams Tournament MVP.
Since last year, the team lost Olivia Zurek,
Betsy Hochadel, Heather Taylor and Elizabeth
Blakeley to graduation. “We miss their talent,
aggressiveness, experience, unselfishness and
maturity,” commented Murphy.
Captain Coffin ’06 and Sarah Barton, two
starters from last year, returned. Mafia Kostakis '07, a transfer from Amherst and co-Rookie
of the Year along with Burton, will return in
January, after recovering from a broken bone
in her foot.
“Once they get healthy, Meg and Mafia

give us two skilled, athletic, tough and versatile
post players. They will be tough to defend and
will also create havoc on defense,” explained
Murphy. Whiting, Decato, Hart, Becca Buck¬
ler ’07, Katy Kerkian-Winton ’07, Katie Franklin
’08, Leah Schouten ’08 and Maggie Fitzgerald
’09 are other strong Bobcats returning to the
team.
Beckwith joins the team as a key
player. “She is a talented offensive and
defensive player who has made an im¬
mediate and significant impact on the
team,” said Murphy. Shawn Lanchantin ’09 is
another fresh addition to the team.
According to Murphy, the players were in
the gym at least five days a week during Sep¬
tember and October, playing and working on
their individual skills. They also were in the
weight room building strength.

A main season goal is to win the NESCAC
championship. “We always want to play tena¬
cious defense, grab every rebound and score
a ton of fast break points. We will need to
mn a fast break at every opportunity,” stated
Murphy.
Bates has the most competitive and diffi¬
cult schedule of any team around, according to
Murphy. Bowdoin, Bates’ biggest rival and one
of the best Division III teams in the nation, has
been the NESCAC champion for five years in a
row, having beaten Bates in the finals for the
past three years. This year, Bates hopes to break
Bowdoin’s championship streak. Baldwin-Wallace, Springfield College and Williams are also
challenging components of Bates’ schedule.
Bates’s next game is at 7pm on
Dec.
6th
at
UMaine
Farmington.
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Swimmers Top Trinity, Lose to Wesleyan
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Administration
Responds to Concerns

JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Swimming and diving opened its season
eady and with a bang on Nov, 12th in a meet
against Colby and Bowdoin. While the event
was a non-scoring relay, it was the team’s first
opportunity to put their practice to use and
compete against outside competition. This
event was a great way to start off the season
as both the men’s and women’s teams won
the breast stroke relay and took home a sec¬
ond place title in both races for the medley
relays.
Following this initial launch into the sea¬
son, the team hosted Wesleyan on Nov. 19th
in what turned out to be a highly competitive,
yet disappointing loss.
“Our team was without four men and two
women against a strong Wesleyan team the
first Saturday of Thanksgiving break. We were
handicapped going in because of travel con¬
flicts, illness and personal matters. But despite
all this, the team put out a valiant effort and
several Bobcats did have impressive begin¬
nings,” noted head coach Dana Mulholland.
The Bobcats who did compete took home
several first place finishes, but not enough to
win the overall meet..For the women’s team,
diver Kelsey Lamdim ’09 claimed first place
finishes in both the one meter and the three
meter events while her fellow team-mate An¬
nie Barton ’08 raked in another win in the 100
freestyle race, and took home a third place
title in the 200 freestyle race. Bailey Johnson

‘09 earned two third place finishes in the 1000
freestyle and 500 freestyle races as her team¬
mate Emilie Swenson ’08 scored second in
both the 200IM and the 100 backstroke races.
Both Tasha Roenser ’08 and Megan Conley
’08 also contributed to the points placing sec¬
ond in both diving events and second in the
100 breast stroke, respectively.
The men’s team also held their own, led
by co-captain Fisher Qua ’06. Qua won the
100 breast stroke while his fellow captain,
Charles Swanson ’06 took home a second
place title in the 200 IM and Will Youmans
’06 earned third in both the 200 and 100 free¬
style race. First-year Chris Beriy put forth an
impressive showing placing second place in
the 100 back. The team ended the meet on a
positive note by capturing first place in the
200 freestyle relay with the combined efforts
of John Bauer ’06, Nate Cooper ’09, Mark An¬
drews ’09 and Youmans.
This past Saturday Dec. 3rd, the team ral¬
lied together and pulled out a victory against
Trinity College; the women outscored Trinity
178-121 while the men downed the Bantams
161-123.
“The kids really came together in a true
team effort on Saturday as was evidenced by
many Bobcats winning the close races. The
medley relays got Bates off to a great start.
Emilie Swenson, Meg Conley, Annie Barton
and Kate Gatti ’06 easily won the women’s
event and were followed by men’s team of
Berry, Qua, Josh Goldfarb ’09 and John Bau¬
er. Several personal best times were achieved

during the afternoon,” noted Mulholland.
Leading the women’s team, Barton won
three individual events including the 200 free,
100 free and 200 IM. Swenson also contribut¬
ed to the overall first place victory by winning
100 and 200 back stroke and claiming second
in the 500 free. Alexis Boyatsis ’09 won the
100 and 200 butterfly with a personal best in
the 200, while Anna Meader ’09 won the 200
breast with a personal best time of 2:39-32.
While divers Rosener and Lamdin swept the
diving events, winning the one meter and
three meter, respectively.
On the men’s team, Qua was a double
winner in the 100 and 200 breast stroke while
Berry won the 100 and 200 backstroke with
personal best times and Dan Perry ’08 re¬
turned from a bout with mono to win both
diving events.
“The first-year class is going to be a strong
addition to our team this year with breastroker Anna Meader already making waves,”
noted co-captain Gatti. “Bailey Johnson will
be great for our distance group. Alexis Boystasis and Hope Fleming will also be good
additions to the women’s team. Experienced
sophomores Annie Barton and Emilie Sw¬
enson will continue to lead the Bobcats this
year. We lost a very good and' large senidr
class last year and will be working on build¬
ing this year; and also we have had quite a bit
of injuries. But we are excited to be back in
the water and look forward to a strong and
successful season.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

longer receive P.E. credits for participat¬
ing. Thus, each club would decide if losing the
credits would be worth it if they would receive
more funds. Coffey and Club Sports Director
Marsha Graef denied that any club sports were
being moved over to student activities or that
any programs were losing P.E. credits. They
attributed miscommunication between the ath¬
letic department and the student activities of¬
fice as the cause of students believing that this
was the case.
They both admitted that in the future there
should be more discussions as to the role of
club sports. “Overall, the fact that there is more
conversation about the role of club sports at
Bates is a good sign, as there are concerns that
need to be addressed,” said Coffey. She be¬
lieves that in the near future the largest prob¬
lem will be the lack of field space. She was
concerned that more situations could arise like
the one a few months ago, when men’s rugby
had to cancel a weekend’s worth of games be¬
cause heavy rains and overuse rendered the
fields; unusable, because of fears that the surface ryould be damaged fpr spring sports.
£ j | At, thjstpojntcqlij)b spqrts ,af Bates are at an
irpp9rta,n|t jupptu|qj ,With stymieing field, space,
funding inadequate to cover costs and rumors
of P.E. credits being taken away, it is important
that both club sport participants and school of¬
ficials engage in dialogue to determine if these
programs can continue their successes.

Nationally-Ranked Squash Teams Start Season Strong but
Fall to Cornell; to Face Williams at Home After Break
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Both men’s and women’s squash be¬
gan their season in the same relative posi¬
tion. Both teams had successful seasons
last year, as the men went 17-6 and the
women went 17-5. At the same time, both
teams have high aspirations for this year as
well. After all, both teams are young but
talented, as the women were ranked ninth
in the nation, while the men were 12th.
One reason in particular to be excited
about this coming season is that there will

be a good deal less traveling. Both teams
will be playing nine matches on their home
courts. In prior seasons, the teams had
never hosted more than four. Among the
teams traveling to Lewiston this year are
Ivy League powerhouses Brown and Dart¬
mouth, as well as NESCAC rivals Amherst
and Williams.
“It is incredible for us to be hosting that
many teams, but all those teams need to
play us in order to establish their rank,”
commented head coach John Illig. “We
have become a powerful measuring stick
for them. We might even surprise them.”

Bobcat of
the Week
Annie Whiting '06
Whiting, a center,
was named MVP of
the Williams Tour¬
nament after scoring
17 points and grab¬
bing six rebounds
in Bates' 78-64 win
over host team Wil¬
liams in the finals.

Both teams started off their season
strong. The men’s team started their sea¬
son earlier when they played MIT at the
beginning of fall break. From the onset,
the match was a cakewalk as Bates routed
the Engineers 9-0. The Bobcats didn’t lose
a single game over the course of the match.
Ricky Weisskopf ’08, a Pan-Am Games sil¬
ver medalist playing in the number one
spot, won convincingly over MIT’s Duncan
Ma 9-1, 9-2, 9-0. At the number two spot,
Sean Wilkinson ’08 won 9-5, 9-6, 9-0, while
at the three spot Jamie White ’06 handily
defeated his opponent 9-0, 9-0, 9-1
The first-years on the team also made
a strong impression. Charlie Johnson won
his match at the six spot, while Chip Rus¬
sell, Marc Taggart and Deacon Chapin all
won their matches without giving up a
point.
Both teams began their seasons in ear¬
nest when they traveled down to Wesleyan.
The men were slated to face the host team,
while the women were to play against Middlebury and Stanford, who flew all the way
from California on a private jet.
The men continued their success, as
they thumped the Cardinal 9-0 for their
second sweep in a row. Weisskopf, Wilkin¬
son and White all won easily again, as did
Pete Goldsborough ’06 and Rob Munro ’08.
For the second match in a row, the Bobcats
didn’t lose a single game.
Not to be outdone, the women also
dominated in their first non-exhibition
matches of the season. Melissa Lue Yen
’06, Kelsey Engman ’07, Charlotte Gerrish
’08, Schulyer Haynes ’07, Liza Roberts ’06,
Caroline Lemoine ’08, Sarah Blomstedt ’09,
Margto Webel ’09, Jenny Imrich ’08 and
Audrey Blanchette ’06 all won their match¬
es without losing a game to crush both
Middlebury and Stanford 9-0. Overall, the
women outscored both opponents 243-40
on points.
The following day, both teams traveled
to Harvard to face off against Cornell. The
men’s team was unable to keep up with a
team that Illig described as “very strong,
with seven seniors in their top nine play¬

ers” as they fell 7-2. One bright spot for
the Bobcats this day was Weisskopf, who
dismantled Cornell’s highly-regarded Cana¬
dian Matt Serediak 9-5, 9-2, 9-3. The only
other win for Bates was Chapin, who won
a thrilling come-from-behind victory over
Steven Martinez (4-9), (8-10), 9-7, 9-7, 9-2.
Unfortunately, the women also fell to
the tenth-ranked Big Red by the same score
of 7-2. Lue Yen, Engman, and Gerrish all
fell in straight sets in the top three spots,
while Caroline Lemoine ’08 lost in a close
match in the number six spot (9-6), 9-4,
9-7, (10-8), 9-5. “It’s the beginning of the
season and everyone was nervous,” noted
captain Liza Roberts ’06. “We’re definitely
capable of doing a lot better as the season
goes on and we should peak around na¬
tionals.”
Bates did come away with wins in the
bottom two spots, as Webel and Imrich
both won their matches in straight sets.
Blanchette also won in exhibition to im¬
prove her mark to 3-0.
The team is done playing matches until
after break. The team hopes to improve
their play next semester, when both teams
should be at full strength. The men’s team
is currently without number two Gary Kan
’07, who is studying abroad in Scotland but
will be back next semester. Illig also notes
that two of the top players on the women’s
team missed extended periods of practice
time, as Engman had mono and was only
cleared to play days before the first match
of the season, while Roberts missed two
weeks of practice time because she was in
Russia doing research for her senior thesis.
The next competition for both teams
will be against a tough Williams team, who
they will play against on their home opener
Jan. 8. The Williams home matches will
be interesting as they fall so early on the
second-semester calendar,” said Illig “But
it means that all our players are challenged
with the need to stay in top shape over
break, in order to return strong and tackle
Williams immediately.”
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Women's Basketball Beats Ephs, Rolls to 4-2 Start
JESSIE SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

Women’s basketball has begun the season
with four wins and two losses. Nov. 17th, the
team played Mount Holyoke. Though Mount
Holyoke’s Jonee Billy ’06 scored the first bas¬
ket, the Bobcats did not let down, and began
pouring in baskets. “We played very well in the
first half against Mt. Holyoke and sprinted to a
20 point half time lead. We were able to play
well enough to win the game by 14 points,”
commented head coach Jim Murphy.
Val Beckwith ’09 scored 20 points, captain
Annie Whiting ’06 bucketed 16 points, and Kyla
Decato ’06 had 11 points. Sarah Barton ’07
dished 10 assists. “Mary Hart sparked us off the
bench, hitting all three of her shots and hand¬
ing out three assists,” said Murphy. The points
tallied up to give the Bobcats a 79-65 win.
On Nov. 19th, Bates, ranked 17th nation¬
ally for Division III, faced Brandeis, ranked 8th.
“Brandeis was a very strong, talented team, and
they were able to pull away in the second half.
We had cut the lead to one with 14 minutes to
go, but their size and strength wore us down,”
said Murphy.
Brandeis held onto the lead, winning 7362. Barton had 20 points, nine rebounds and

eight assists. Whiting had another strong game,
bucketing 14 points, while Beckwith contrib¬
uted 11. Hart also was a factor in the game,
coming off the bench to score 14 points on 5-9
shooting.
“Sarah Barton, as our point guard, did a
great job over the weekend of getting all the
players involved in our offense and in scoring
points, and was selected to the All-Tournament
Team,” said Murphy.
Bates faced the University of Southern
Maine, ranked number one in the nation for
Division III on Nov. 22nd, losing 48-66. USM
burst out to an early lead, ending the first half
36-17. In the second half, however, Bates outscored USM 31-30, but that was not enough to
take the lead. The team’s shooting was its big¬
gest flaw, making just 25% of its attempts.
Nov. 30th, Bates played on its home court
against Husson. The Bobcats reigned 87-48
over the visitors. According to Murphy, the
team played very well offensively. Barton had
14 assists, directing the offense effectively. Cof¬
fin made her season debut in Wednesday’s
game after recovering from an injury. She was
an important element of the offense, scoring 17
points and making five assists.
Coffin’s defense was also strong increasing
See WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, page 14

Sarah Beck/ THE BATES STUDENT
Maggie Fitzgerald '07 tries to find an open Bobcat during Bates' 87-48 win over Husson.

Stockwell Leads Men's Basketball to Two Tournament
Trophies; Bobcats to Face Bowdoin Tonight at Alumni Gym
SCOTT PRIEST
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Rob Stockwell ’07 led men’s basketball to
its second tournament win of the season Sat¬
urday, capturing the tourney MVP award for
his 17 point, 15 rebound performance against
Husson College in the team’s 81-68 victory.
Stockwell shot 50% from the field, collected
three offensive rebounds and dished out four
assists, gamering just two fouls in 37 minutes
of play.
“Rob continues to be one of the toughest
matchups in NESCAC,” said Coach Joe Reilly
of his 6’5” forward, who also won MVP for
Bates’ season-opening tournament hosted by
Eastern Connecticut State University. “He is
really playing well right now.”
Stockwell was joined by three other
Bobcats in double-figures: Sean Cahill ’06

dropped in 12 points including two threepointers, Brian Wholey ’08 scored 14 and Zak
Ray ’07 found a way to add ten points despite
primarily passing the ball to the other scorers
on the team, tying a season-high eight as¬
sists.
“Zak is playing great this season,” said
Reilly. “He can score 25 if we need him to,
or he can score a handful of points if other
players are getting it done. He’s never taken
a defensive possession off since he put on
a Bates uniform—he’s the best Division III
point guard in New England.”
Ray led a solid defensive effort with four
of Bates’ eight steals and grabbed four of
Bates’ 36 rebounds—a total that doubled its
opponent. Contributing to the effort was Matt
Chudomel ’06, who, after putting his best per¬
formance as a Bobcat forth against USM the
week before, has filled in solidly as the start¬

ing center.
“Chud has really stepped it up this year,"
said Reilly. “His defense versus Husson was
great and his rebounding has been excellent
all season long.”
The team also received quality minutes
from John -Lattimer ’07—returning from a
week off due to a severely sprained ankle—
and Pat Halloran ’08, who has garnered many
of Eric Shone’s '07 minutes since the team has
learned that Shone will be lost for the year
due to an ACL tear.
The Bobcats had advanced to the finals in
a sloppy win over the University of Maine at
Fort Kent, 88-43 on Friday. Stockwell led the
team despite playing less than half the game
by scoring 15 points, joining Chudomel, Hal¬
loran, Wholey and Lattimer in double-digits.
“The Husson tournament was a big step
for our program,” said Reilly. “I think our ro¬

tation will continue to evolve throughout the
season as we are still trying to establish our
identity this year with the loss of four great
seniors. We have a lot of inexperienced play¬
ers in the rotation and we have other players
with expanded responsibilities. I think we
started to really click this past weekend.”
The previous week, Bates fell to both Endicott and USM, marking the lone two blem¬
ishes on a 5-2 record. The Endicott game,
a 53-52 heartbreaker last Thursday, was won
on a layup in the waning moments of the
game. Offensive woes slowed the Bobcats,
who otherwise have scored 68 or more points
in every game. The starting backcourt of Ray,
Wholey and Cahill shot 3-18, including 2-13
on three-pointers, and the team shot 31% for
the game. Stockwell managed 13 points as
the lone Bobcat in double figures, and the
See MEN'S BASKETBALL, page 14

Bobcats Get Wet

Valuing Club Sports Part III
JOHN MCNULTY
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Part Three of a Three-Part Series

Sarah Beck/THE BATES STUDENT
Swimming and diving soundly defeated Trinity on Saturday. For more see Page 15.

When one thinks of Bates, athletics is
usually not one of the first things that come
to the mind. But Bates is actually one of the
most athletically active campuses in the na¬
tion. Over 60 percent of the student body
takes part in the 42 varsity and club sports
offered.
This puts Bates alongside Bow¬
doin, Colby and Williams as the top schools
in the country in terms of participation in
team sports.
About half of this 60 percent competes
in varsity programs, while the others are in¬
volved in club programs. Recently, a num¬
ber of students involved in the latter type
have raised concerns about the issues of
field space, funding and physical education
credits. While past articles in this series have
touched upon these issues, the final article
will look into the future of club sports at
Bates.
In the last article in the series three weeks

ago, a number of concerns were raised by
club sport athletes about their funding situ¬
ations as well as whether or not they will
receive Physical Education credits in the fu¬
ture. Director of Athletics Suzanne Coffey
addressed some of these concerns in an in¬
terview.
She said that only Frisbee and men’s
volleyball had funding shifted to student ac¬
tivities, and that it was only done on a trial
basis. She explained that the department
first considered the idea as a way for club
programs to receive more funding from the
school, as the athletic department budget
has not increased. Most club sport programs
at other colleges receive their funds in this
manner rather than through the athletic de¬
partment. The department hoped that if all
went well with the plan, they could give all
club sports the option of shifting over with
the exception of hockey and rugby, both of
which have to stay with the athletic depart¬
ment due to physical liabilities.
But while being funded through student
See CLUB SPORTS, page 15

